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Radiation chemistry can be defined as the study of all
chemical changes resulting from the interaction of high energy
radiations with matter# Within this sphere a vast amount of
work lias been done and no attempt will be made here to give a
comprehensive account of the general development and scope of
the many fields of research. The experiments of several
groups in the early part of this century, chiefly concerned with
ga3 phase reactions, are however summarised in a monograph by
Lind1, Of all those fields, the study of the effects of
radiation on water and aqueous solutions has probably been the
most thoroughly investigated, a situation partly the result of
their obvious relevance to radiobiology. The work to be
presented and discussed in this thesis is confined to such
studies.
(2) The Radiation Chemistry of Water and Aqueous Solutions
Contemporary thinking on the radiation chemistry of
2
water stems from the careful studies of Fricke", on the X ray
induced oxidation of ferrous sulphate in O.Sti sulphuric acid
solution. The ultimate application of this system as a
chemical dosimeter laid the foundations for the accurate study
of radiation induced reactions in solution, and a special
3
issue of Radiation Research , pays tribute to this pioneering
work. Recent literature is very extensive but a book by
/ 5
Allen, and a review by Hart and Platzman , serve as excellent
introductions to the subject. The main aspects in this field
2.
involve the study of the elementary processes occurring on the
absorption of radiations in waterj the identification and
assay of radiation products, the elucidation of reaction
mechanisms and the detailed study of competitive kinetics.
The various processes by which high energy radiations
6-8
interact with matter are amply discussed elsewhere. In
aqueous solutions irradiated with Go00 ^ rays the absorption
takes place predominantly via Compton scattering, the photo¬
electric effect being only important below about 200 KeV and
in solutions containing solutes of high atomic number. Pair
formation is of little significance. The excited molecules,
ions and electrons initially produced rapidly give rise to the
formation of reducing and oxidising species, generally accepted
9
as H and OH radicals. Also observed are the molecular
products hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide in yields so nearly
constant for a given quality of radiation, that these are also
regarded as primary products. The reducing specie is now
known to exist in at least two forms each with different
kinetic behaviour, whilst recent studies have demonstrated
that the oxidising specie, which could conceivably occur in
more than one form, is best represented by the conventional
formula, OK.10,11 A more detailed discussion of" the former
aspect is presented in a later section.
These primary radical species are located in the
immediate vicinity of the track of the incident radiation and
consequently formed in regions of high concentration, the
distribution of which is dependent upon the quality and energy
of the incident radiation. With )( rays an irregular array
3
of radicals, in an approximately spherical region (or spur),
are distributed along the path of the radiation whilst the
spurs produced by alpha particles lie very close together and
coalesce into a continuous track. A competition therefore
exists between a recombination of these radicals and their
diffusion away from each other. The formation of and
has generally been attributed to such diffusion controlled
reactions but a contribution from non radical interactions may
1 p
well be significant. Platsaan," invokes processes involving
the dissociative attachment of subexcitation electrons to
water molecules to account for a fraction of the hydrogen
yield as in
H20 + e"s#e# = OH + ir
II" + H20 = OH" + H2
13
and also that interactions between excited H atoms or OH
radicals (H and OH ) and water, may well contribute to the
yields of molecular E, and H202, respectively
II * + HgO = Ii2 + OH
OH* + H20 = H202 + H
The fraction of radicals which do escape recombination are
subsequently detected by their reaction with solutes present
in the bull: of the solution.
A quantitative interpretation of the action of
radiation on an aqueous solution is based on a knowledge of
the amounts of molecular Ej and HgO2 and the free radicals
formed, together with a description of the subsequent
reactions undergone by these entities in a given solution.
The basic quantities of radical and molecular yields are
A.
$
expressed in terms of the number directly produced per 100 eV
of energy absorbed in the solution, and are denoted by the
symbol G, followed by a subscript as G,j , G^q , G^, and G^,.
The methods used to obtain these particular values, which for
Co^° ^ radiation are connected by the equation of material
balance
G-li2G ~ Gli + 2Gh2 = G0H + 2GU202
are amply illustrated elsewhere^These values can vary
with solute concentration, a reduction in the molecular yield
v/ith a corresponding increase in the radical yield being due
to the increasing interference of the solute with the normal
radical recombination process in the spurs. Much more marked
effects are observed with a variation in quality of the inciden
radiationj the molecular product yields of H2 and H?02 in¬
creasing with increasing LET (Linear Energy Transfer), while
the corresponding yield of free radicals decx-eases. This
latter observation is consistent with the greater concentration
of radicals produced along the track of a densely ionising
particle.
Theories to account for the concomitant diffusion and
kinetics of x*adieals from a particle track were stimulated
by the afoi'ementioned effect of radiation quality on the yields
of the primary products. A successful theoretical inter¬
pretation depends on a knowledge of many parameters of which
the initial distribution of the primary reactive species is
of major importance. In the simple model first suggested by
Tj g /
Lea, (and later Platzman for slightly different reasons),
it was assumed that the H and OH radicals were distributed
5.
initially according to symmetrical Gaussian functions with the
; H atoms spread much further away from the axis of the particle
track than the OH radicals. Assuming a reasonable value for
the diffusion coefficient and that every collision between
! H and OH was effective, this model successfully predicted
17
the gross features of the above effect. Samuel and ilagee
departed from this view and suggested that both species were
formed by the dissociation of excited water molecules and
therefore had the same initial Gaussian distribution. Using
values for the various parameters of reasonable orders of
magnitude, this theory gave good agreement with experiment for
the fraction of radicals combining to give molecular products
in a 0 ray track. Kupperman ° shows that the initial dis¬
tribution of H atoms cannot be very much wider than that of
the OH radicals if the sole mechanism of formation of primary
: and is a recombination between H or OH radicals in the
12
spur. Plataman, as indicated previously, does however
suggest alternative modes of formation of IL, end IL,Op.
Irrespective of these 'basic anomalies the radical diffusion
model is capable in its more refined forms of explaining the
18
; finer aspects of radiation chemistry, ' and justifies its
further application in the interpretation of experimental data.
(3) The relation of aqueous radiation chemistry to radio-
biology together with the oxygen and nitric oxide effects.
A distinctive feature of radiobiologjr is the extreme
sensitivity of a living cell to small quantities of absorbed
radiation? a dose may be sufficient to kill an organism and
yet be undetectable with an ordinary chemical system. Since
I
6.
living colls contain about 85% water a great deal of work
was originally undertaken on the radiation chemistry of
solutions with the aim of understanding such marked effects.
This ideal is as yet far from realisation.
Much of the early work is discussed in the classic
15book by Lea. At tiais time it was established that in aqueous
suspensions of biological material, two modes of action could
be distinguished, (i) indirect and (ii) direct. The former
was attributed to the interaction of the water free radicals
with the substrate and the latter to the direct absorption of
energy within the substrate itself. It was further recognised
that the indirect action could be readily modified and in¬
hibited by the addition of organic substances as radical
| scavengers, the sensitivity then being associated with direct
I
action alone. Furthermore the extreme sensitivity of a cell
was explicable in terms of the "target" hypothesis. The basis
of thi3 theory was that within a biological structure there
existed certain vital target molecules, the integrity of which
was essential if the system was to function in its normal
manner. This function could be destroyed if a single
ionisation occurred within this target. Extensive work has
since been conducted on the modification of the effects of
radiation by a variety of chemical and physical agents and
19
[ this, as Alper points out, has without real justification,
tended to overestimate the importance of the indirect effect
at the expense of the target theory.
Among the substances known to modify radiation injury
to cells, the enhancing role of oxygen has been the subject of
7
20 2T
numerous investigations. Reviews by Gray ' "" admirably
survey this aspect. In general it is found with X or ^
radiation that the dose required to inactivate a given cell or
tissue suspension is two to three times as great when anaerobic
as when aerobic. Furthermore oxygen is active at very low
concentrations and in the great majority of cases it is found
that the sensitivity is positively correlated with its con¬
centration, in the immediate environment of the cell, at the
tine of irradiation.
A consideration of the similar properties of nitric
22
oxide with oxygen led Flanders to investigate the effect of
the former gas on the radiosensitivity of bacteria (Shigella
flexneri). It was found in experiments conducted under strict
anoxia that the sensitivity was raised to a level normally
associated with the aerobic condition, and this finding was
23
subsequently extended to effects on higher cells by, Kilhman
2/>
using anoxic Vicia faba roots, and Gray with Ehrlich ascites
25
tumour cells. Flanders and Jockey were subsequently able
to show that the effects of nitric oxide and oxygen could be
correlated molecule for molecule.
Although these studies have shown that the action of
nitric oxide may simulate that of oxygen, certain differences
do exist in the effects of these two gases when dry biological
26
materials are used. Powers et al. found that dried spores
of Bacillus megaterium were protected by nitric oxide when
this gas was admitted either during or after an irradiation
in nitrogen. Similarly Sparrman et al. found that while
nitric oxide augments the radiation induced damage to wet
8.
plant seeds, it would protect dry seeds against such damage.
Although these irregularities do exist, the marked
similarity between the effects of nitric oxide and oxygen
cannot be ignored and it was this aspect which stimulated the
_
present investigation on the radiation chemistry of nitric
oxide in aqueous solution.
(4) Objects of the present work
Whilst a great deal of work on the radiolysis of
solutions containing dissolved oxygen has contributed much to
our present knowledge in radiation chemistry, prior to the
work to be presented in this thesis no such information was
available for solutions containing nitric oxide.
The role of oxygen is adequately explained in term3 of
its reaction with II atoms
| H + °2 = H02
and the subsequent reactions undergone by this entity either
with itself or OH radicals
ho2 + ho2 ■ h2o2 + o2
OH + II02 = II20 ♦ 02
or in alternative oxidative reactions with other solutes
present in the same solution, such as the •well established
oxidation of ferrous ion,
Fe2+ + H02 + H+ = Fe3+ +
Like oxygen, nitric oxide is one of the few stable molecules
possessing an unpaired electron and is well known for its
.
efficiency as a radical scavenger. In a qualitative fashion
one might therefore expect nitric oxide to behave similarly to
oxygen, but necessarily giving rise to different products.
9
Possible reactions are therefore
H + HO - IfflO
perhaps folloued by
UNO + HNO = N20 + HgO.
Furthermore, contrary to tiiat found with oxygen, nitric oxide
may be expected to react with the OH radical as in
OH + NO = HN02,
The principal objects of the present work irere there¬
fore threefold -
(i) To determine the products, their yields, and
hence suggest a reaction mechanism for the ^ radiolysis of
nitric oxide in aqueous solution;
(ii) To confirm this mechanism by competitive kinetic
studies, and at the same time obtain data which could be
correlated with that well established for oxygen, in particular
a determination of the relative rates of reaction of "H atoms"
with nitric oxide and oxygen;
(iii) Consider such data with regard to its possible






(1) Preparation of Purified. Water
Water was first distilled in a commercial "ilanesty"
still, the distillate being collected via all glass tubing
in a suitable pyrex flask. The distilled water was then re*
fluxed overnight in alkaline potassium permanganate, finally
being redistilled from this solution at the rate of about 2
litres per day. It was usual to discard the initial 150 -
200 mis. of such redistillations. Freshly purified water
obtained direct from the receiver was used throughout in all
experiments. A perspex box, fitted with a sliding base,
enclosed the outlet from the receiver and prevented contamin¬
ation with dust from the atmosphere.
(2) Cleaning of glassware
All glassware used in the radiation chemical experi¬
ments was thoroughly cleaned prior to use by standing over¬
night in fresh "chromic acid" cleaning mixture. The vessels
were then thoroughly rinsed, first with distilled water, then
purified water and finally with the solution under investig¬
ation .
(3) Radiation Vessels
All glass graduated 20 ml. "Summit" syringes were
used throughout. These greatly facilitated the ease with
which solutions of nitric oxide could be investigated with
the complete exclusion of air. The syringes were hot/ever
modified by carefully sealing a B5 cone, with as short a
11
stem as possible, on to the end of each syringe so as to act
as a universal nozzle fitting (Plate 1). 5 ml. volumes of
solution delivered by single and independent syringes, based
on calibrations with distilled water, were reproducible to
within -0.5 - lj&.
(4) Preparation of Nitric Oxide in aqueous solution
Nitric Oxide reacts readily with oxygen to give
nitrogen dioxide, a nixed anhydride, which on solution .in
water yields a mixture of nitrous and nitric acids.
2N0 + 02 = 2M02 (1)
2N02 + il20 = HN02 + HN03.(2)
Consequently the preparative procedure was largely concerned
with the exclusion of air and theaemoval of traces of
nitrogen dioxide. A ready measure of the efficiency of
this process was given by the observed nitrite concentration
in the prepared nitric oxide solutions. The flow system
finally adopted is discussed in full below. Preliminary
preparations were however unsuccessful, solutions of nitric
oxide containing approximately lCf^M nitrite ion. Only a
part of thi3 measured concentration was in fact produced in
the preparative stage, later work showing a fraction was due
to the inclusion of air in the steps involved for the
analysis of nitrite. This latter aspect was however com¬
pletely resolved and the method is described in Chapter III (2)
Other modifications in technique to eliminate the remaining
nitrite impurity included the following -
(i) All rubber tubing and rubber to glass junctions
were discarded since measurements carried out in this
Plate 1.
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laboratory showed that oxygen could readily diffuse through
such connections.
(ii) Cold finger traps at -7C°C, to freeze out
any nitrogen dioxide (f,pt -9°C) were lightly packed with
glass wool to increase their efficiency. Similar traps
at -120 cC (obtained with a slurry of 40-60 grade petroleum
ether and liquid nitrogen) proved unsatisfactory, completely
adsorbing all the nitric oacide,
(iii) Failure to effectively remove the residual
nitric oxide from the system prior tc further preparations
was also a significant sourCo of nitrite.
The following procedure using the all glass
apparatus depicted in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) proved to be
satisfactory in all respects. Nitric ccxide was generated
py a modification of the method due to 21anciiard^°
[Reagents: (i) 27Sg. A.R. FeSO^ • TFLjO and 55 ml. of
concentrated sulphuric acid per litre,
(ii) 15g. A.R. NaNOg per 250 ml. water.
Procedure.
The apparatus as shown in Figure l(a) was thoroughly
deaerated by the passage of a stream of oxygen free nitrogen
(supplied by the British Oxygen Co. Ltd.), all joints being
I , ; , .
lightly greased and held firmly in position. 250 ml. of
.
ferrous sulphate solution, diluted 1:1, were then placed in
the litre vessel B, and deaerated by allowing the nitrogen
to flow out through tap b. The collecting apparatus shown
in Figure 1(b) was then attached at the point S, grease
being excluded from all joints in direct contact with the
Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
Apparatus for the preparation of nitric cccido in
aqueous solution
Figure 1(a)
X and 5 Traps lightly packed with glass wool and
immersed in a slurry of solid COg and
acetone. Temperature -78°C.
2 Concentrated sulphuric acid.
3 50% potassium hydroxide solution.
4 Solid sodium hydroxide pellets.
6 Magnetic stirrer.
Figure 1(b)
1 Sintered disc, porosity 1.
D Dilute acid ferrous sulphate solution.
5 Point of attachment to apparatus in
Figure 1(a).
ApparatusforthePre r tionfNit icOxide
Figure (1b).
Apparatus for the Preparation of Nitric—Oxide
in Aqueous Solution (continue^
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purified water or solution contained in vessel C. Vessel C
of approximately ICO ml, capacity possessed four side arms
(only one is shown In Figure 1(h)) terminating in 35 sockets
to which the air free syringes were connected. The solution
in C was then finally deaerated "by passing nitrogen through
the whole of the apparatus. Thorough mixing of the solution
in the side arms and syringes was ensured by alternately
closing and opening tap e. It was normal to allow 15-30
minutes for complete deaeration and a concentration of
-6.
oxygen less than 10 a was inferred from measurements made
2Q
with a Hersch cell. Taps f, e and c were then closed and
250 ml, of deaerated sodium nitrite solution in A was alioeec.
to run slowly into the ferrous sulphate solution with con¬
tinuous stirring, the initial gas flow escaping through tap b.
Samples were taken after equilibration of the solution with
nitric oxide, by closing tap e and allowing the syringes to
fill beyond the 20 ml. graduation. Spring clips were then
quickly attached to prevent drainage on reopening tap e.
The syringes were then capped using sealed off B5 sockets
filled with solution ejected from the syringes. The four
syringes so prepared were found to contain identical con¬
centrations of nitric ccri.de to within - 2$, the only detect¬
able impurities being nitrite, always less than 5 s: lCf^M
and a trace of nitrous ocride approximately 5 to 10 x 10^1.
It was usual to use only three of these syringes for the
subsequent experiments, the fourth being maintained as a
blank. Prior to further preparations the residual nitric
oxide was removed from the system by a stream of nitrogen
u
and the cold traps dried at 12C°C in an air oven.
(5) Irradiation nroceduro end dosimetry
60
Two sources of radioactive Co were used throughout
as the source of )i rays. The major portion of the work
was carried out with a source of approximately 30 Curies,
latterly increased in strength to 120 Curios. Syringes
containing 15 ml. of solution were supported with the aid
of the brass jig shown in Figure 2, and then exposed to the
)i radiation from the Co^° sourco which could be placed
quickly and reproducibly at the centre of this jig. Doses
so delivered were inferred from separate calibration ex¬
periments in which the syringes were filled with the Fricke
chemical dosimeter solution. Intimate mixing of the
solution after irradiation was ensured by inverting the
syringes several times prior to ejecting aliquots for
analysis. The concentrations of ferric sulphate produced
in such solutions were determined by the absorption of ferric
ion at 305 myU (using a Unicam spectrophotometer, model
SP500) taking the molecular extinction coefficient as 2130
at 20°C, with a positive temperature coefficient of 0.7% per
degree. The amount of energy received by each syringe was
calculated using 0-^Fe3+y - 15.5 molecules per 100 eV,
This corresponded to maximum dose rates of approximately 1.0 j
and 4.4- x 10^ eV/litre/hour or 18 and 70 kilo, rads/hour,
respectively, for the weaker and stronger sources. The
geometry was such that doses so inferred were reproducible
to within + 0.5% for any given side of the jig. Doses
simultaneously received by syringes in each half of the jig
IrradiationJig.
15.







All spectrophotometric analyses were carried out
using the Unicaa SP50C spectrophotometer. 1 cm. quartz
spectrc^totasetric cells viere used throughout and the optical
densities of reagent blanks and solutions compared against
distilled water.
(1) Analysis of Nitric Oxide
(a) Preliminary work involved the oxidation of
nitric oxide solutions to nitrate and then colorimetrio
analyses for the latter. Complete oxidation to nitrate
could be readily achieved by shaking a mixture containing
5 ml, of nitric oxide solution, 0.5 ml. of % potassium
persulphate, and 0.2 ml. N. potassium hydroxide.
2NQ + 3K2S20£ + 8K0H = 2KN03 + + 411,0.
A similar procedure, but using slightly alkaline solutions
of hydrogen peroxide in place of the persulphate did not
achieve complete oxidation. The method was however dis¬
carded due to the somewhat tedious procedure and inaccuracy
of the nitrate analyses. (See section 3).
(b) The method of analysis used throughout was
based on the conversion of nitric oxide to nitrite which
could then be quickly and accurately determined. The
nitrite was analysed in a similar manner to that of
30 3]
Wilkinson, which was based on the original method of Shinn.
Nitric Oxide was converted to nitrite by ejecting 5 ml. of
solution into approximately 90 ml. of water previously
saturated with oxygen, shaking vigorously and then diluting
17.
to 100 El. in a volumetric flask* An aliquot of this
solution, in general 5 ml«> was placed in a 50 ml. graduated
flask, 1 e1. of 5N hydrochloric acid and 5 nl. of 0.2$
aqueous sulphanilamide were then added. After allowing
the solution to stand for 3 minutes, 1 ml. of 0.1$ aqueous
N - (1 - naptbyl) ethylenedianine dihydroehloride was added
and the solution allowed to stand a further 3 minutes, after
which time the colour of the red aso dye was fully developed,
The solution was then diluted to a final volume of 50 ml.
prior to analysis. A check on the absorption maximum of
the aso dye confirmed the value of 54-0 millimicrons (in n )
and all subsequent measurements were then made at this wave¬
length. The molar extinction coefficient was determined in
separate calibration experiments using 5 ml. aliquots of
stock solutions prepared from A.R. sodium nitrite, previously
standardised against potassium permanganate. A plot of the
optical density as a function of the nitrite concentration
is shown in Figure 3. A slight deviation from Beer's law
was observed and throughout the experiments nitrite solutions
yielding optical densities in excess of 0.60 were diluted
and reanalysed. The value of 53,200 for the molar extinction
coefficient, E, was deduced from the slope of the curve and
32
was in excellent agreement with that obtained by Allen
(5 3 >000), and 4$ greater than that of Wilkinson^ (51,200).
Successive determinations on standard solutions were re¬
producible to within - 0.5$.
A preliminary investigation of this method indicated
















oxidation of an equivalent amount of nitric ocd.de. On the
basis of the known gas phase reaction of nitric oxide and
oxygen and the subsequent reaction of nitrogen dioxide with
water (equations 1 and 2),
2N0 + 02 = 2M02 (1)
2302 + HgO = IE302 + WOj (2)
a ratio of 1 g. mole, of nitrite to 2g. moles, of nitric
oxide was anticipated. To investigate therefore the
stoichiooetry of this oxidation in aqueous solution the
following experiments were carried out.
!
(i) A number of solutions of nitric ocd.de we.re analysed
by methods 1(a) and 1(b) respectively. The result obtained
by method 1(a) was "then compared quantitatively with that
obtained by 1(b).
(ii) Aqueous solutions of nitric oxide were prepared by
bubbling nitric cxide through distilled inter for periods of
up to 30 minute3. These solutions were assumed to be sat¬
urated and the results of their analysis by method 1(b) were
compared with the known solubility of nitric oxide in water.
(iii) Samples of nitric ad.de were extracted from solution
using the vacuum line (Figure 7) as described in Section 5(e).
The concentration of nitric oxide deduced from the volume of
gas extracted per ml. was then compared with that derived by
method 1(b).
(iv) 5 ml. volumes of nitric oxide solutions were con¬
verted to nitrite by reacting with 45 mis. of solutions con¬
taining different concentrations of dissolved oxygen.
GoneftntrnMons of the latter were annroximtelv 1.4 x 10 "M>
19.
0.8 x 10'\l, and 0.3 x 10"%1. Each solution was then
analysed for nitrite by method 1(b).
(v) The nitrite solutions prepared in (iv) were then
analysed for nitrate as described in section 3.
The results of these experiments are presented in
Tables 1 and 2, and are consistent, within experimental
error, with a 1:1 stoichioiaetry for the oxidation of nitric
oxide to nitrite by method 1(b).
This is explicable on the basis of the following
reactions
210 + |02 = N203 (3)
N203 + II^O = 2HEJ02 (4)
probably best written as
NO + ^02 = K02 (5)
N02 + NO ♦ 1^0 = 2IM02 (6)
reaction (6) being known to be very rapid.
(2) Analysis of Nitrite together with Nitric Oxide
Suspected products of irradiation included nitrite
and nitrate together with the residual nitric oxide. The
analysis for nitrite and nitric oxide involved two steps.
(i) Determination of nitrite plus nitric oxide by reacting
with oxygen as in 1(b) above, and
(ii) the determination of residual nitrite alone, after
removal of the nitric oxide. The apparatus depicted in
Figure 4» was employed for removing nitric oxide in step (ii)
as follows:- 5 ml. of solution were ejected via the B5
socket into 5 ml. of deaerated buffer solution at a pH of
about 5.2. The continuously flowing stream of nitrogen was
TABLE I
Experiment












































(t) No nitrate was detected in any of the
solutions associated with experiment (iv).
Apparatus for the removal of nitric ccd.de
1 Inlet for oxygen free nitrogen.
2 B5 socket.
3 Distilled water air trap.
4 Buffer solution pH 5.2
ApparatusfortheremovalfNit icOxide,
2C
effective in removing first the anygen from the buffer
'solution, and secondly the nitric oxide from the combined
solutions in a total of less than 6 minutes. A buffer
solution was necessary to prevent the decomposition of nitrite
ion which would occur at a more acid pH.
3IIII02 = H+ + NO" + 2110 + K2O
The buffer was prepared by diluting 50 ml. of 0.214 potassium
hydrogen phthalata and 30 ml. of 0.211 sodium hydroxide to a
final volume of 200 ml. with distilled water?4 These
particular reagents were chosen to avoid possible inter¬
ference in the analyses for hydrogen peroxide, subsequently
carried out on aliquots of this same solution (see section 4-)
Evaporation losses were 3hown to be negligible and neither
hydrogen peroxide or nitrate interfered with the analysis.
Blank determinations with nitric osd.de alone showed that no
air gained access to the solution since the concentration of
nitrite detected in such experiments was always less than
5 x ICf^M.
Errors in these analyses for nitrite were largely
governed by the inaccuracies in estimating the volume of
solution delivered % the syringe. These "syringe errors"
were more significant in the analyses to determine the con¬
sumption of nitric ood.de during an irradiation, this quantity
being derived frora three independent measurements via 1(b),
2(i) and 2(ii). Gross errors for nitrite production and
"I*
nitric oxide consumption by these methods were about - 2$
and - 5%, respectively.
(3) Analysis of Nitrate
Analyses for this suspected product were performed
21
25b y the method of Snell, utilising phenol-di-sulphonie acid,
Preparation of reagent
25g. of A.R. phenol was dissolved in 150 ml. of con¬
centrated sulphuric acid and 50 ml. of fusing sulphuric acid
(containing approximately 20$ of free S0^). The mixture
was heated on a boiling water bath for two hours and then
allowed to cool.
Method of Analysis
Calibration experiments using stock solutions prepared
from A.R. sodium nitrate were performed in the following
m anner. 5 nil. of the nitrate solution was transferred to
a porcelain dish and rendered alkaline with 0.1 ml. of N.
sodium hydroxide. The solution was then evaporated to dry-
n ess on a steam bath. On cooling 2 ml. of phenol-di-
sulphonic acid were added and the mixture alloi/ed to stand
for 5 minutes* This solution was transferred to a graduated
flask and rendered alkaline with 10 ml. of concentrated
ammonia solution (0.88 KH^) before diluting to a final volume
of 50 ml. The yellow nitrated phenolic acid so obtained
was found to absorb at 405 and all subsequent analyses
were carried out at this wavelength. Figure 5 shows a plot
of the optical density against the nitrate concentration,
the points representing the average of at least three
determinations since duplicate analyses were subject to
about - % variation. The value of the molar extinction
coefficient obtained from the slope of the curve was E - 6,350,























On irradiated solutions the nitric cod.de was first
removed, as in (ii) above and an aliquot of this solution
then taken for analysis, hitrite which interferes with the
analysis was removed prior to the addition of sodium hydroxide,
by reacting with sulphamic acid
NK^SO^H + mi02 = Hg + + HgO
This reaction is rapid and 0,1 ml. of the acid readily
destroys 5 ml, of 10*"% nitrite ion. The total error ex-
4>
pected in these analyses for nitrate was approximately - 5%*
(4) Analysis for Hydro-.on Peroxide
'
Hydrogen peroxide was determined by the method of
GhoraLey?0
Reagents. "A" 33g. potassium iodide
Ig. sodium hydroxide
O.lg. ammonium molybdate
all dissolved in 500 ml. of distilled •water.
"B" lOg. potassium hydrogen phthalate
dissolved in 500 ml. of distilled water.
Tlx; iodide reagent was prepared immediately prior to
use by mixing equal volumes of the solutions A and B.
_
Calibration experiments were carried out using stock solutions
freshly prepared from 30% A.R. hydrogen peroxide, previously
Standardised against potassium permanganate. 5 ml. of the
iodide reagent were added to 2 ml. of the peroxide solution
and the mixture diluted to a final volume of 10 ml. in a
volumetric flask. The optical density of the tri-iodide
complex was measured at a wavelength of 350 mjm and expressed
as a function of the peroxide concentration (Figure 6).

















coefficient of 26,350 was determined. This was in excellent
agreement with the value of 26,4.00 for the ij ion given by
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Awtrey and Connick.
The effect of nitrite, which slowly oxidises iodide
ion and could therefore interfere with the above analysis,
was investigated in the following experiments.
(a) Solutions of hydrogen peroxide containing added nitrite
ion were analysed as above and the optical density observed
as a function of time following the addition of the reagents.
(b) The above solutions were reanalysed but with the
addition of 0.1 ml. of % sulphamic acid prior to that of
the iodide reagents.
(c) The results obtained with hydrogen peroxide solutions
analysed in the normal manner were compared with those ob¬
tained in the presence of 0.1 ml. of % sulphamic acid over
the full range of optical density. The results are shown
in Tables 3 and 4.
It was found that a peroxide analysis could readily
be completed within 3 minutes and in such time no increase
in optical density, in the presence of 10"^M nitrite ion,
was detected.
Furthermore sulphamic acid did not interfere with the
analysis•
On irradiated samples the nitric oxide was first re¬
moved as in (il) above, and 2 ml. aliquots of this solution
then taken for analysis. If such solutions contained less
than 10Sl nitrite ion it was usual to analyse by both
methods £.(&) and Afb). With greater concentrations of












0.54 2 to 6 0.091 17.3
4(a) 1.11 2 to 6 0.211 40
















The effect of sulpbamic acid on the optical density
of hydrogen percod.de solutions
Optical density






0.071 0.088 0.185 0.195 0.367 0.460 0.925
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(5) Gas Analysis
The gaseous products of irradiation to be suspected
and fully investigated were nitrous oxide and hydrogen. A
technique involving the extraction and collection of the
dissolved gases from solution and their subsequent analysis
was developed. The analytical procedure, based on a Gas
38
Chromatographic method due to Graven, also enabled the
efficient separation of oxygen, nitrogen and nitric oxide.
A quantitative study for the analysis of the latter three
gases was not undertaken. The apparatus and its construction
are discussed in the sections 5(a)(b)(c)(d) and the technique
in sections 5(e)(f) and (g).
(a) Vacuum Line for the extraction and collection of the
dissolved gases from solution.
The apparatus shown diagrammatically in Figure 7 wa3
evacuated with a mercury diffusion pump backed by a rotary
oil pun?). With the exception of the valves x and y, the
construction of the system is evident from the diagram.
Each valve was made from a -I" diameter corrosion resistant
steel ball bearing, (supplied by the Hoffmann Manufacturing
Co. Ltd.) which could be firmly held against a ground glass
seat with the aid of a magnet. The valve seats were ground
using an identical ball bearing and a No.220 silicon carbide
abrasive. The best results were achieved with an initial
grinding just sufficient to produce a concentric surface
around the edge of the given orifice. This surface was
then polished with a very fine carborundum paste. Such
valves when held in position under a level of mercury formed
Figure 7
Vacuum Line
1 Cold finger trap. Solid CO^.
2 Slurry of acetone and solid CC^.
Temperature « -78°C.
3 B14 socket and cone.
4 To high vacuum.
5 Capillaiy tube, cross sectional area
= 1.38 x ICT2 cm2
6 Air or oxygen inlet.
7 To rotary oil pump.
E 50 ml. flask.
F Sample collecting vessel.
G McLeod Gauge and Toepler pump,


















an efficient vacuum tight seal. The lowar valve y was
operated by the solenoids of two 200 ohm post office relays
wired in parallel and connected to a 150 volt A.C. supply.
An Eclipse Major magnet fitted with modified pole pieces
controlled valve x so that pressure and volume measurements
could be readily performed. With the capillary tube (5)
p O
(cross sectional area « 1.38 x 10 cm ) the maximum pressure
p
head of 21 cms. corresponded to a volume of 7.47 x 10~ ml.
at N.T.P.
(b) Gas Chromatography Apparatus
The basic apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 8.
Where possible this was of a glass construction and all
ground joints and taps were lightly greased and held firmly
in position. Manganese Oxide in trap 5 efficiently removed
traces of oxygen from the carrier gas stream and was readily
prepared by passing a slow current of hydrogen over heated
manganese dioxide. The glass wool in trap 6 prevented the
contamination of the reference pair of elements in the
detector cell with manganese oxide. In the absence of such
a filter an increase o f about 20% -was observed in the re¬
sistance of these filaments and this necessitated their re¬
placement.
(c) The column and its assembly
A U column, the open ends of which terminated In B5
sockets was made from 10 feet of 5 mm. pyrex glass tubing.
This was packed with 40-50 mesh, type 5A Union Carbide
molecular sieve, and the ends of each limb lightly plugged
with glass wool. A heating mantle was constructed from a
nm**, .8
Basic Gas Chromatograpliy Apparatus
1 Carrier gas. Helium or Argon.
2 Surge chamber; 5 litre vessel.
3 Hoedle Valve.
U CaCl^ drying tube.
5 Manganese ocd.de trap.
6 Glass wool trap.
7 Hot wire detector.
8 Sample inlet.
9 Column and heating mantle.
10 Capillary flow meter.
11 Soap film meter.
BasicGasChromatographyAppar tus.
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5 ft. length of 30 mm. diameter pyrex glass tubing wound
with 80/20 Vacrora resistance wire to a total resistance of
88 ohms. A paste of fused alumina cement (S11S00 ILBTRI-iiOR
No.913) baked on to this mantle firmly fixed the windings in
position. The column was then placed centrally within this
mantle and the whole assembly mounted inside a 5" diameter
asbestos pipe packed with fused alumina insulation. A
Chromel-Alumel thermo-couple (fitted within the limbs of the
column and situated at the aid point of the heating mantle)
permitted the temperature regulation of the column and was
monitored by connection to a previously calibrated milliam-
meter. The column was then attached to the apparatus (see
Figure 9) and the molecular sieve activated prior to use by
heating under vacuum to approximately 350°C for about 14 hours.
At this temperature a variation of about 30°C was detected
along the length of the column.
(d) Detector and Recording Equipment
The detector used throughout was a Gow-Kae four element
Pretzel thermal conductivity cell. This was maintained at
room temperature for all analyses. A Suavic recording
potentiometer (type RSP 2.) measured the potential developed
by the bridge. This instrument was however unsuitable for
the successful determination of hydrogen and was replaced in
these analyses by a Sefram Graphispot recorder. The circuit
diagram is shown in Figure 10.
(e) Standard extraction procedure for dissolved gases
The vacuum line described in section 5(a) was evacuated
until a pressure of less than 10~^mm. was indicated by the
9
Gas Chromatography; Sample Introduction
F Sample vessel.
1 Column.
2 To hot wire detector, (sample side)
3 From hot wire detector, (reference side)
Figure 9
-Gas Chromatography: Sample Introduction,
Figure 10
Gas Chromatography i Circuit Diagram
1 6V or 12? Batteries.
2 500 aA Westinghouse B.C. milliammeter.
3 25 ohm potentiometer for main current control.
4 1 ohm helical potentiometer for bridge aero control.
5 100 ohm Muirhoad switched resistance.
r,,r? Reference detector elements )
) 20 ohms when cold.
„ _ Sample detector elements )
3 4
Main circuit swith.
s2 Svltch to short circuit the bridge.
Switch to short circuit recorder.
R Recorder. Sunvic type RSP2 or Graphlspot (type GR4 VAD).
GasChromatography:ircuitDiagram.
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McLeod gauge. Tap f was then dosed and the B5 plug p
removed. The socket was then filled with solution ejected
from a syringe prior to its connection at this point.
Approximately 1 ml, of the sample was then admitted to vessel
E, and the evolved gases exhausted and discarded by successive
cycles of boiling, freezing and pumping on the liquid.
Taps k, i, j and k were then closed and an aliquot of the
solution admitted to E, The dissolved gases were then com¬
pletely exhausted as above but with transfer of the gas to
the capillary tube, (5), by the Toepler pump G. Operation
of the valve y after each cycle prevented the back return of
the gas into the system. The gas was finally transferred
to the L limb of the sample vessel F by raising the mercury
level to the constriction 1, With tap n open, the sample
vessel was then detached by sealing off first at m, and then
at 1, On lowering the mercury level both valves wore
operated so that a new sample vessel could be readily sealed
at 1, without admitting air to the reminder of the' system,
(f) Determination of Nitrous Oxide and the separation of
Oxygen. Hitroaen and Hitric Oxide by Gas Chromat¬
ography.
Helium at a cylinder pressure of 10 lb. per sq. inch
and a flow rate of 50 ml. per minute was used throughout as
the carrier gas. The detector was operated with a bridge
current of 340 milliaiaps (mA) and the peaks recorded at a
ciiart speed of 30 ins. per hour. The best compromise
between baseline stability and maximum sensitivity was
acldeved with a resistance of 40 ohma in parallel with the
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0.5 millivolt (mV) range of the recorder. A fall scale
deflection under these conditions was therefore equivalent
to 1.25 mV. Samples were analysed in the following manner.
With carrier gas flowing through the system, vessel F was
attached to the column as shown in Figure 9. The side
limb was swept free of air and the helium admitted to the
column by rotating tap r. When steady zero conditions
were obtained the sample was swept into the column by
rotating the taps u and v, this latter operation occupying
some 3 to 4- seconds. After completing an analysis the taps
r and t were then closed to prevent the access of air to the
column. The elution times at room temperature for the
various gases are given in Table 5.
TABLE 5
Gas. Elution time (minutes)




No02 greater than 3 hours
*
Sensitivity very poor
Nitrous cod.de was not readily eluted under these con¬
ditions but a complete separation could be achieved by pro¬
gramming the column temperature. After the elution of the
nitric oxide, the temperature of the column was raised within
20 minutes to approximately 150°G using an input of 180 volts
to the heating mantle. This temperature was maintained
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constant for a further 20 minutes (Input of 130 volts) after
which time the nitrous oxide was eluted. Such a procedure
was however restricted in its application by the somewhat
inaccurate method of temperature control from day to day,
difficulties with the precise control of carrier gas flow
rate, and the time required to cool the column prior to the
next analysis. Determinations of nitrous oxide were there¬
fore carried out with the column maintained throughout at a
constant temperature of about 150°C. Under such conditions
the remaining gases were eluted but not separated within 2
to 3 minutes while the elution time for nitrous oxide was
reduced to 29 minutes.
The quantitative interpretation of the chromatogram
was inferred from separate calibration experiments inter¬
spersed with the experimental analyses. Volumes of nitrous
oxide used for this purpose were measured on the McLeod
gauge after their extraction from aqueous saturated solutions.
A typical plot of the recorder peak area as a function of the
volume of nitrous oxide is shown in Figure 11. The sensi-
2
tivity inferred from this slope was 21.7 cm per micromole
so that 0.25 micromoles of nitrous oxide could be analysed
readily. Errors in these calibrations were approximately
i %.
(g) Determination of Hydrogen
Preliminary experiments with a bridge current of 140 mfi.
and Argon as the carrier gas indicated that hydrogen could
be readily detected using the above apparatus. However as
a consequence of the sampling procedure, the irregularities
Calibrationu veforNitrousOxid
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induced in the gas flow rate and concomitant variations in
the recorder zero were not stabilised within the 1 minute
required for the elution of hydrogen. Further experiments
designed to overcome this difficulty by extending the
elution time included modifications in the mesh size of the
molecular sieve, gas flow rate, column temperature and
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Method (b) was difficult experimentally because of the high
pressure difference across the column and therefore (e) was
adopted. The Sunvic instrument was however unsatisfactory
for the quantitative recording of the detector signal, only
very narrow peaks being obtained with the maximum chart
speed of 45 ins. per hour. Using a Sefram Graphispot
recorder (type GR4. FAD, kindly loaned by Dr. A.F. Brown) with
a full scale deflection of 1 m¥ and a chart speed of 30 cms.
per minute, very satisfactory chromatograsas were obtained.
Owing to experimental difficulties an absolute calibration of
the sensitivity was not carried out as in the case of nitrous
oxide. However, chroraatograms obtained with the hydrogen
31
produced on the irradiation of aerated 10 "% potassium bro¬
mide solutions were interspersed with experimental analyses.
Knowing in such solutions tlie concentration of hydrogen
was inferred for any given dose (see chapter IV). The
results of two such calibrations are given in Table 7, and
a photocopy of the chromatogram obtained in experiment (i)
is shown in Figure 12. The sensitivity deduced by this
2
method was 124.4 cm per 0.1 mieromole. Thus 0.01 micromole
of hydrogen could be analysed very readily and this could
certainly be extended to 0.005 micromoles.
TABLE7



































RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE ^ RADIOLYSIS




Solutions of Nitric Oxide in Water
(1) Pure water at natural pH.
Syringes containing 15 nil. aliquots of nitric oxide
solutions at their natural pH (approximately 5: see below)
were irradiated for different periods with N rays using the
60Co source and irradiation assembly described previously.
Concentrations of nitric oxide ranged from 1.26 to 1.93 x 10""%
and it was found that as nitric oxide was consumed, nitrite
and nitrous oxide were produced. The water decomposition
products, hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen were also obtained.
The quantity of nitric oxide consumed and the amount of
product detected was expressed in micromoles per litre,
(u.M/1) as a function of the absorbed dose in electron volts
per litre, (eV/l). Figure 13 shows the disappearance of
nitric cod.de (curve A) along with the production of nitrite,
(curve B), while Figure 14 shows the corresponding formation
of nitrous oxide (curve C) and hydrogen peroxide (curve D).
The various yields of these reaction products were sub¬
sequently determined from the initial slope of the respective
dose - concentration curves. These are represented by
placing the formula in parentheses after the symbol G. It
was found that = 12.0 - 0.8 molecules per 100 eV,
G(K0-) = 5-% : °-2> g(N20) = : 0a5 ^ g(H2o2) = °"52 - °"
It was apparent from the results obtained for the con¬
sumption of nitric oxide and the production of nitrite that
the rate of the reaction slowly decreased upon greater than
GraphShowingt eConsumptionfNitr cOxide andProductionfNitri e.















about 50$ of the nitric cod.de being consumed. A complete
reaction curve was therefore determined for nitric oxide
consumption end nitrite production within a restricted con¬
centration range of nitric oxide from 1.90 to 1.93 x 10~%.
The results together with the corresponding production of
hydrogen peroxide are shown in Figure 15. These curves as
before are designated by A, B and respectively, a notation
which for convenience is used throughout the remainder of
this thesis.
Nitrogen was not observed as an initial product and
nitrate was only detected when all the nitric oxide had been
consumed.
The hydrogen yield:
To obtain a value for the hydrogen yield a method of
comparison with irradiated bromide solutions was adopted
(this has previously been outlined in chapter III 5(g)).
The production of hydrogen obtained from solutions of 1.91
and 2.03 x 10""% nitric oxide was expressed in terms of the
2
recorder peak area (in cms" per ml. of irradiated solution)
as a function of dose. These values were then compared
directly with those obtained for the hydrogen produced on the
irradiation of aerated, 10'"hi, solutions of potassium bromide.
The results are shown in Figure 16. The magnitude of i*1
aerated bromide solutions was estimated from the data of
Hochanadel and Ghormley^ by plotting as a function of
the cube root of the oxygen concentration in oxygenated and
deaerated bromide solutions (Figure 17). The interpolated
value (aerated) _ 0.435, and from the ratio of the two
 
Figure 16
Graph Showing the Production of Hydrogen






















slopes in Figure 16 a value of = 0.395, taken to be
0.40, vas deduced for the nitric oxide solutions.
The pH of nitric ccclde solutions:
As nitric oxide solutions are readily oxidised in air
to form nitrous acid, a precise determination of the initial
pH of such solutions was not possible. The pH of a fully
oxidised solution was measured as 3.0, and this value cor¬
responds to that expected for about 2 x 10~% HNOg. Since
the pH of distilled water and purified water were measured
as 5.4 and 6.0, respectively, it was assumed that the initial
pH of the nitric oxide solutions would be in this region.
However, on irradiation, the concentration of nitrite
(present as partially dissociated nitrous acid) increases
with dose, and a progressive decrease in the pH of the sol¬
ution is to be expected. The calculated pH of such solutions
using the dissociation constant of HKO^ = 4.6 x lO"""^ at
















The concentration of HNOg produced in the above experiments
was generally between 1 and 4 x lCf^M, so that the final pH
35.
of the solution should be between 3.6 end 4.0. With the
maximum possible concentration of HNOg* pH would
be no less than 3.3. While this pll does not affect the
magnitude of the primary radical yields it may affect the
nature of the reducing radical. This latter aspect is
important for the interpretation of any ccnpetltivc kinetic
studies and is discussed more fully in chapter V.
(2) The effsct of hydrogen peroxide at natural pH.
The molecular yield of hydrogen perccd.de ^ =0.52,
observed in the above work is below that of the accepted
value Gw n = 0.71 in n„eutral water? As this decrease may
2 2
have arisen as a result of a small amount of a thermal
reaction between hydrogen peroxide and nitric oxide, or
possibly a radical induced reaction, the following two ex¬
periments were imderiaken to indicate the importance, if any,
of either of these two possibilities. Tlx? hydrogen percccide
used in this work was prepared by irradiating purified water
at neutral pH.
(1) It was determined that in solutions approximately
1,6 x 10"*% in nitric oxide and 1D"^M in hydrogen peroxide,
a slow thermal reaction producing nitrite occurred (Table 9).
In such solutions the concentration of nitrite produced was
approximately double that of the hydrogen peroxide consumed.
(2) Solutions containing approximately 1 to 1.5 x 10~^M
of hydrogen peroxide and 1.8 x 10**% of nitric oxide were
irradiated such that no greater than about 50£ of the nitric
oxide was consumed. Semples were then analysed immediately








































with the residual nitric oxide and hydrogen peroxide. The
consumption of nitric oxide and production of nitrite were
found to be linear with dose (Figure i§) and the respective
+ 4"yields determined as = 12.5 - 0.9, and = 5.7 - 0
The concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and nitrite were also
determined at various time intervals following the completion
I
of an irradiation and these results together with the initial
measurements are given in Table 10.
Within experimental error the respective yields for
and obtained in these experiments are seen to
be equivalent to those previously obtained in solutions of
nitric oxide alone. Furthermore no marked decrease, but
rather a slight increase, was detected in the initial con¬
centration of hydrogen peroxide as a function of dose.
However a post irradiation reaction consuming hydrogen
peroxide and producing nitrite was observed, the rate of
which was significantly faster than that of the pre-
irradiation rate found in 2(1) above. A more thorough
investigation of this aspect was not undertaken as such a
reaction was not detected after the irradiation of solutions
of nitric oxide alone.
It would appear therefore that concentrations of
hydrogen peroxide less than or equal to about 1.5 x 10"^M
are without significant effect on the reaction mechanism
either thermally or via some radical induced reaction.
Figure 18
Nitric Oxide Consumption and Nitrite Production
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(3) The effect of pH
Solutions of nitric oxide of concentrations about 1.60
to 1.90 x 10"*% were prepared in approximately N/100, N/10,
and in 0.81J A.R. sulphuric acid. In the former cases the
pH of the solution prior to saturating with nitric oxide
was measured on a Muirhead pll meter (type D-417-A). The pH
of the O.SN sulphuric acid solution was assumed to be 0.45.
Samples were irradiated such that up to approximately 5($
of the nitric oxide was consumed, and then analysed for nitrite
together with the residual nitric oxide. The consumption of
nitric oxide and formation of nitrite were linear with dose
at all pll values, and the respective dose - concentration
curves are shown in Figures 19 and 20. At pH 0.4-5 and 1.50,
the yields were = 15.0 + l.Oj = 6.5 + 0.2, and
at pH 2.2, - 13.2 + 0.7, and = 6.2 + 0.2.
Two possible sources of error arose in these experiments
as a consequence of the lower pH. The first of these was
the observed decomposition of the post irradiation nitrite
solutions, the capacity of the buffer solution being in¬
sufficient on adding the K/lG or C.8N sulphuric acid solut¬
ions (see chapter III (2)). This effect was completely
inhibited by including in the buffer solutions the requisite
quantity of sodium hydroxide to neutralise the excess acid.
Secondly, the nitrite once formed by irradiation might then
be progressively decomposed as the irradiation proceeds.
To investigate this possibility a number of solutions of
nitrite were prepared in N/10 sulphuric acid and the con¬




oxygen and nitric oxide, observed as a function of time.
The results obtained are shown in Table 11.
It was evident that nitric oxide prevented the acid
decomposition of nitrite ion and therefore the second
mentioned possibility would not be a complicating factor in
these experiments. The mechanism of this protective effect
was not investigated.
(4) Discussion
When dilute aqueous solutions are irradiated the water
decomposes to yield the molecules hydrogen and hydrogen
peroxide, together with OH radicals and reducing species,
generally regarded as H atoms. The nature of this reducing
specie is discussed in greater detail in the next chapter
but for the present can be regarded as H without affecting
the conclusions to be drawn about the reaction mechanism.
The overall process of water decomposition can be represented
by the equation
O^-AA/w. ♦ 0OH ♦
in which G^ and G^ are the numbers of H atoms and OH radicals
respectively which are available to react with, solutes for
each 100 e7 of energy deposited in the water. Values
appropriate in neutral solution when V rays are the
source of radiation, are Gjt = 2.9, GQ^ = 2.4, G^ = 0.45 and
v2=o-n-
The yield obtained in this work for the consumption of
nitric oxide is considerably greater than those of the

































obtained for ferric ion in the ferrous sulphate system.
This indicates that some sequence of radical reactions must
be taking place. A reaction mechanism consistent with the
experimental observations is based on the likely assuraption
that nitric oxide will react rapidly with both H and OH,
thus protecting II, and front radical attack, as in
OH ♦ NO = HNO,, (1)
H + NO = HNO (2)
It is then proposed that the HNO xaolecule formed in (2) can
then undergo further reaction with nitric oxide to produce
nitrous ccri.de and OH
HNO + HO - N20 + OH (3)
The OH forced in (3) then reacts further according to (l) to
produce HNO,,, which at neutral pH is fully dissociated into
H+ and N0~.
This mechanism predicts that
G(-N0) + G0H; G(B0~) = CH + G0H and G(N20) =
where the parentheses after the letter G denote the observed
yield of reaction product in molecules per 100 eV. Sub¬
stituting the accepted values for G^ and GQH at neutral pH
then
G(-N0)calc.=: 11'1' G(N02)ealc.= 5,3 and G(N20)ealc.= 2*9,
The free radical yields are well known to increase with
decrease in pH and the values = 3.7, and = 2.9, are
appropriate in O.SN sulphuric acid solution, while GU = 3.3,
and Goh =2.7 at pH 2.2^
Substituting these values in the above expressions for
40.
■
g(-no) 011(1 G(N0~) then at P11 °'^5
G(-N0)calc.= U*°' and G(N0pcalc. = 6,6
and at pH 2.2
G(-fI0)ealc. = 12 *6' and G(N0~)calc. = 6*°*
All the above calculated values are in quite good
agreement with experiment and the above mechanism is further
supported on consideration of the now well established data
concerning the structure and thermochemical properties of
the HNO molecule.
The UNO molecule
This molecule has long been postulated as an intermediary
in a variety of photochemical and free radical reactions'^"
Smallwoodf2 for example, found that in the gas phase nitric
oxide catalysed the recombination of H atoms without itself
being reduced.
The reactions
H + K0 « H — NO
H — NO ♦ H = Eg ♦ NO
were proposed to account for these observations. More
recently it has been postulated as an important intermediary
in pyrolytic paraffinic decomposition reactions which are
inhibited by nitric oxide^
Definite evidence for a compound of this nature was
first provided by Hartec^*5 An explosive solid of empirical
composition (HN0)n was obtained by condensing the products
of the reaction of H atoms with NO in a liquid air trap
placed close to the reaction zone. This product decomposed
to giro nitrous oxide and inter identified
u.
HRO spectroseopically during the flash photolysis of nitrated
paraffins and mixtures of ammonia and nitric oxide, and con¬
firmed earlier postulates by Hirsehlaff and Norrish of its
presence in the photochemical decomposition of CKJIO^and
CgH^NOj. From a consideration of the various spectroscopic
parameters he concluded that the molecule was non-linear
and of the form H - N =0, thus excluding the possible
structure N —• 0 —H. The infra red absorption spectrum^
of HNO, detected during the photolysis of GH^NO and
AS
in the solid phase, confirmed the above observation and
indicated an H - N =0 bond angle of 110°,
50Cashion and Polanyi observed an emission spectrum
attributed to excited MO in the reaction of nitric oxide
with H atoms. Assuming zero activation energy for this
reaction they set a lower limit of approximately A6 k.eals/mole,
for the association of H t HO. Clement and Ramaajr in a
further study of this spectrum observed that some of the
bands showed a distinct breaking off in rotational structure,
due to predissociation in the excited state. These results
set an upper limit of AS.6 k. cal./mole. for the dissociation
energy of the MO molecule. Further Information confirming
this predissoeiation limit and giving more precise values
for the geometrical parameters of the HNO molecule has been
obtained by Bancroft ©t al? Clyne and Thrush^have
studied the overall kinetics of the light emission (due to
excited MO) in a considerable extension of Smailwood's work.
They showed that the reaction
H «• NO + M = MO + M
42.
where the third body M = Hg or inert gas, possessed a
small negative activation energy of -0.6 k. cals./mole.
The absence of an activation energy for this reaction clearly
showed that the dissociation energy of the H — NO bond,
D(H — NO), corresponded to the predissociation limit and
a value of 43 k. cals./mole. was adopted.
Combining this value with the data presented in Table 12,
the thermochemistry of reactions (l), (2) and (3) can be
evaluated.
TABLE 12
Thermochemistry of radicals and molecules
in reactions (l). (2) and (3)
Specie ReferenceNumber










H 55 52.1 -1+ 0.5 51.1
OH 55 8.88 + 0.5 -7+ 2.5 2 + 3•MMr
NO 56 21.6 -4.-6 * 17
HN0? 56 -28.-4
H2O 57 19.6 -6.2 13.4
* It was assumed that the solvation energies of 12JO and NO
were similar to that of other neutral molecules such as
oxygen or nitrous oxide. Values of between 4- and 6 k.cals./
mole, were adopted.
A3.
AH(aq) k. cals. mole7
(1) HO + NO «= hho2 -A7.A
(2) H ♦ NO == HNO «*48.0
(3) HNO ♦ NO == N20 + OH -21.6
Clearly the overall sequence of reactions in energetically
favourable, the inportant reaction (3) being some
20 k. cals. mole?"*" exothermic.
An Alternative Mechanism
It is of interest at this juncture to consider an
alternative mechanism which can be proposed if it is assumed
that reaction (1) does not produce nitrite directly, but
rather by a sequence of reactions based on the assumption
that the Intermediary is HGNO (i.e. undissociated nitrous
acid)
Ii02
H ♦ NO = HNO (2)
HO + S3o = HQNO (A)
HGNO ♦ NO = N02 ♦ HNO (5)
♦ NO + ¥> = 2HN02 (6)
HNO + HNO - N20 * ¥> (7)
This mechanism predicts that
G(-N0)calc7 ^OH + °H} G(N02)calc? 2GGH» and
G(N20)caloT * W
Substituting the accepted values for GH and G0H at the
various pH values than
At neutral pH
G(-N0)calc7 10,1» G(N0pcalc7 4"8' G(N20)calc7 2,65*
At pH 2.20
G(«4J0)calc7 n"4» G(N02)ealc7 G(N20)calc7 3,0
and at pH 0.A5
G(-JI0)calc.ES 12,4" G(H0r)calc7 5'8' G(N20)ealc7 33
44*
Reaction (6) is known to be very rapid^ and is im¬
portant in the radiation chemistry of nitrite ion in aqueous
32 /isolution. Reaction (7) has been postulated by Weiss*" and
58other workers and is undoubtedly energetically favourable
being approximately 95 k. c&ls. mole?"*" exothermic (see
Tables 12 and 13). This sequence of reactions was however
rejected on several grounds.
(a) The calculated yields on the basis of this scheme are
not in such good agreement with experiment as the former
mechanism.
(b) Assuming the intermediary is HONO, then using the
thermochemical data in Tables 12 and 13, together with
D(H —— NO) - 48 k. cals ./mole., then reaction 5 is approxi¬
mately 34 k. c&ls./mole, endothermic.
TABLE 13
Specie ReferenceNumber










H2° 55 -57.8 -10.5 -68.3
HQNO 55 -21 + 0.2 -7.0* —28.0
K02 56 8.1 -5.0* + 3.0
*
assumed values.
(c) In a study of the gas phase reaction
H2 + N02 = HgO + NO
59
by Ashmore et al., it was found that the reaction was in¬
hibited by nitric oxide. The overall process was described
45.
by a chain mechanism in which the action of nitric ood.de was
attributed to the reaction
No + OH + M = HNOj + M
whore the third body M s Ho. However HNCL was not a
stable product under these reaction conditions (approximately
450°C) and could not be detected.
In our experiments (M = water) it is difficult to
envisage that reaction (1) yields any other product than
nitrite# Consequently this alternative scheme did not
appear to merit serious consideration and was therefore re¬
jected.
The molecular product yields and their significance with
respect to the reaction mechanism.
On the basis of the proposed mechanism it is found that
in neutral solution the calculated yields for nitric cocide
consumption and nitrite production *re some 1($ less than
the observed experimental values. At the same time the
molecular product yields of hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen,
G(h - 0.52, and = °*40> are less than the accepted
primary yields for these products, i.e. G„ n = 0.71, and
2 2
G„ = 0.45. It is suggested that these discrepancies are
2
best attributed to the efficient scavenging of the pre¬
cursors of molecular hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen by nitric
oxide in the spur, the free radical yield thus being
effectively increased at the expense of the molecular
product yields.
The alternative explanations (a) that a thermal reaction
occurs between nitric oxide and hydrogen peroxide to produce
4-6.
nitrite, or (b) a competition exists between the molecular
products and nitric aside for the primary radicals, are
regarded as unsatisfactory. Arguments to this effect are
briefly presented below.
(a) It has been shown that In the gas phase at 300°C,
hydrogen peroxide reacts rapidly with nitric oxide, the over¬
all reaction being represented by
+ NO = N02 + H20
A similar but slower reaction can be envisaged in solution,
followed by
N02 + NO + ILjO = 2HtJ02
so that overall we have
HgOg ♦ 2N0 = 2HNG2
The calculated yields for and G^;0p would thus be
increased giving the corrected values
l(-M0) = GOII + 2^H202 ' G(H202)J = 11,5G/
and
G(NOp " * G0K + 2[\0Z ' G(H202)] = 5,7
Although a thermal reaction with this approximate stoichiometry
has been indicated previously (Table 9) its rate would appear
to be far too slow for any detectable contribution of this
nature to occur during an irradiation.
(b) If it is to be implied that the molecular hydrogen
peroxide or hydrogen can effectively compete with 10~%i con¬
centrations of nitric oxide for the OH or H radicals, then
one must assume that the rate constants for reactions (l)
and (2), and kg, are several orders of magnitude less than
those of (8)' (9) (10) •
47.
OH + H202 = K02 + (3)
OH ♦ H2 s H + H20 (9)
H + as OH + H20 (10)
Tliis assumption is clearly untenable for several reasons.
(i) Reactions (8) and (9) involve bond breakage and might
be expected to be slower than (1) which is essentially a
radical reaction, presumably requiring little or no activ¬
ation energy. Furthermore it is known that OH radicals
react rapidly with nitrite ion as in
OH + HO* = N02 + OH* (11)
and that k^/ kg = 55 ± 20^2 = k^/ Consequently
as the concentration of nitrite produced in these experiments
exceeds that of the molecular products by a factor of about
10, any effective competing reaction would be expected to
occur by (11) and not (8) or (9),
(ii) The failure to detect any consumption of hydrogen per¬
oxide or difference in the product yieldB during the irradi¬
ation of solutions of nitric oxide containing 1 to 1.5
x 10~^M R^O^, indicates that all the radicals are reacting
with nitric oxide. The explanation of the post irradiation
effect observed in such solutions must await further in¬
vestigation.
The effect of solute concentration on the molecular yields
and its siraiflcance in the nitric oxide system.
It is wall known that the molecular yields decrease with
increase in the concentration of solute present in solution.
Sworski made the first accurate study of this effect on
the yield of hydrogen peroxide in aerated acid solution as a
function of bromide concentration, and this was later
A&.
63extended to neutral solution by Allen and Ilolroyd. It was
found empirically that the decrease in Q was linear in
the cube root of the bromide concentration. Subsequently
Schwarz observed a similar effect with respect to the
hydrogen yields. In all cases it is found that solutes
known or expected to react with OH radicals decrease G„ n ,
2 2
while those expected to react with H atoms reduce G~.
Solutes which can react with both radicals such as nitrite
ion, reduce both G„ n and G„ . It is likely that nitric
2 2 2
oxide belongs to this latter category.
If one assumes that nitric oxide reacts as rapidly as
nitrite ion with H and OH, (it is shown in chapter 7 that the
first assumption is fully Justified for the precursors of
molecular hydrogen in neutral solution) then from the data
of Schwarzf^ and Schwarz and Salzman **» one would expect at
a concentration of 10* that G,j « 0.41, and Q = 0.61.
The results obtained with solutions of nitric oxide approxi¬
mately comply with such assumptions. As the four quantities
G;H» G0H* ^1 % 0 are connecte<3- by the equation of
material balance
CI vv r\ Gw ^
H BL m «2°2
any decrease in the molecular product yields due to such
scavenging is reflected in an apparent Increase In the
radical yields.
Substituting the appropriate values in the case of
nitric oxide solutions at neutral pll we have
^*H (apparent) = % * 2 |\ ' V,)l = 3-°
and
^OH(apparent) ~ ^OH + 2 \°2 " °(H202> 2.8
4-9.
On this basis the calculated values for nitric oxide con¬
sumption and nitrite production will now be given by
G(-iJO)calc.n + GOil + 6K2 " G(H2)_!+ 2\\o2 ~ G(ll202)j
= 11.a
and
G(M02)calc.= °H + G0H. + 2 Gn2' G(Ilg) j + 2 ~ ^(K^O^)
- 5.8
Similarly
g(h20) = S * z[%" = 3,0
The corrected expressions give values in very good agreement
with experiment and the overall material balance for the
consumption of nitric oxide is adequately represented by
4110 + 1^0 = 2®02 * N20
For convenience in later discussions the calculated
values are taken to be equivalent to the experimental values
©
and are represented by G , with the corresponding formula in
« in 0°^.
Kfoetic Studies
It has been shown (Figure 15) that as greater than
about 50$ of the nitric oxide is consumed, then the rate of
"
the reaction decreases. This indicates that a back reaction
involving one or both reaction products becomes of increasing
importance as their ratio in the solution increases. It
has already been indicated that nitrite ion reaots rapidly
'
with both the OH radical and the reducing specie, while it is
also known that nitrous oxide reacts only with the latter.
This suggested a study of mixtures of nitric oxide in the
presence of nitrite or nitrous oxide, from which it should
50.
be possible
(1) to substantiate the above reaction mechanism,
(2) ascertain competition constants relative to these
solutes and nitric oxide, and
(3) correlate such data with that well established for
oxygen.
The results and discussion of such experiments are presented
in the following chapter.
A study of the effect of bromide ion which reacts only
with the OH radical was also investigated, and the results
of the3e experiments are also presented and discussed in
the next chapter.
CHAPTER V
THE RADIOLYSIS OF SOLUTIONS OF NITRIC OXIDE





In neutral solution both nitrite and nitrous oxide are
known to react rapidly with the reducing specie formed in
water radiolysis, until recently commonly regarded as the
hydrogen atom. A considerable amount of evidence, based
mostly on pH studies, indicates however that two forms of a
reducing entity, differing in constitution and reactivity,
can coexist in aqueous solutions. Consequently a prelimin¬
ary discussion of this aspect is presented below because of
its relevance to the interpretation of the studies which
follow.
(1) The nature of the reducing species in water radiolysis.
It has been postulated that the hydrogen atom may react
66 » —either as H, a solvated electron (e
aq or ) which
can be equated with the negative polaron of Weiss or as E,,
These three species can be regarded as neutral, basic and
acidic forms respectively. There is considerable evidence
that the latter specie exists in strong acid solution and
this constitution was originally invoked to explain the
oxidation of ferrous sulphate^® and later iodide ion^ in
70solutions of sulphuric acid. The results of Halpern et al.
71 +and Czapski et al. now indicate that Hg does not play a
prominent role in the former case.
72Barr and Allen were the first to indicate that two
forms of hydrogen atom could exist in neutral solution.
They were able to show that the product of the reaction
OH ♦ written in their paper as
52,
OH + H2 = H2° + H'
reacted preferentially with oxygen rather than with hydrogen
peroxide, whereas radicals produced in water radiolysis
react about equally rapidly with both. The possibility
that the radical formed in -water radiolysis was either a
solvated electron or a hydrogen atom, while the reaction of
OH + in aqueous solution giro rise to 11^ > instead of H,
was considered but could not be distinguished. However
73
independent studies by Dainion et al. and more recently
Czspzki ,t al? and !Ioahamdod° lodioate that the OH * a,
reaction produces a true H atom. Studies with respect to
the influence of pH on hydrogen yields in air free solutions
66 75 76
of methanol, isopropanol, and chloraeetic acid were also
consistent with the presence of two species. The overall
evidence suggested that a reaction of the form
H30+ + RjCT B H ♦ H20
expressed the relation between the two species, the hydrogen
ion competing with the organic solutes (HHg), for the solvated
electron to give a more acid form H, which then reacted as in
Rt^ , H = HH ♦ H3
to form hydrogen. The results obtained in a number of
inorganic systems^""8^ were also explicable in terms of the
above relation between the two species, and it has been
recently demonstrated in studies based on the kinetic salt
effect by Czapski and Schwarzf^ and Collinson et al?f that
the reducing entity present at neutral pH has a unit negative
charge and may therefore be considered as the solvated
electron. Furthermore the identification of the form present
53.
in acid solution with the true hydrogen atom has also been
demonstrated^0 »^»86 and in addition Jortner and Rabani5^
provide evidence in favour of the reaction
H + OH" = e"
aq
at about pH 11.
A conflict regarding the composition of the total yield
of reducing specie present at neutral pH does however exist
between the results obtained in the radiolysis of organic
compounds * and those in the oxygen - hydrogen peroxide
system as studied by Oaapski and Allen?^ The former workers
indicate that both forms exist in neutral solution, a yield
of Gjj = 0.6 being attributed to the H atom and the balance
by the solvated electron, £L q- = 2.3 Striking evidence
*v
grrin support of this has been provided by Rabani who irradiated
a series of organic compounds, including methanol and iso-
propanol, in the presence of an electron scavenger such as
bicarbonate ion. In each case it was found that G(}^)
attained a low limiting value of 1.05 + 0.0/,, wiiion on adopt¬
ing a value of 0,5 for the molecular yield CL indicates an
2
independent yield of Gg = 0.55. In addition a kinetic study
shoved these II atoms to be equivalent to true hydrogen atoms.
In contrast the results obtained in the presence of oxygon
indicate that the whole of the reducing specie exists as
88solvated electrons, i.e. ~ 2.85+0.15. Hayan
suggests that the independent yield of H in organic solutions
*75 55results from the decomposition of excited water molecules (Hg® )
SlgO* « H ♦ OH
and is not observed in the presence of oxygen due to the
54.
quenching of ^ as in
H2°* * °2 = Ha0' * °2*
However this controversy has yet to be completely resolved.
77-79Dainton in a study of the radiation chemistry of
solutions containing nitrous oxide has postulated the
existence of a further latent specie which becomes manifest
89only in the presence of strong acid or alkali. This
intermediate is assumed to be either an excited water mole¬
cule or an isolated radical pair in a solvent cage, denoted
by (H + OH), Its reaction with acid i3 represented by the
equations
H_0k + H+ = IL+ + OH2 aq 2 aq aq
(H + OH) ♦ H+ « H * + OH
aq 2 aq aq
and with alkali by
H-0® + OH*" = e" + OH12 aq aq aq
(H + OH) * OH" = e" ♦ OHx '
aq aq aq
Such a hypothesis accounts for the recently established
increase in free radical yields with increase in PH®9 in the
region 11 to 14, together with the well known increase in
radical yields with the decrease in pH from 3 to zero. The
conventional hydrogen atom yield in strong acid solution was
thus represented as the sum of Q-, CL, and Gg +. An
alternative explanation of this pH effect similar to the
5above view is discussed by Hart and Platzman. These authors
suggest that in strong sulphuric acid solutions, water sub
90excitation electrons may excite bisulphate ions which
then subsequently decompose to yield two extra radicals
HSOHo0 ♦ e" = HSO. ♦ H ♦ Gil" + e"42 s.e. 4
55.
Similar excitation and decomposition of the hydroxyl radical
was postulated in solutions of about prl 12, and this coincides
with the onset of increased radical yield detected by Dainton
89
and Watt in alkaline solution.
In conclusion one can briefly summarise that throughout
the acid pH range the evidence is consistent with the re¬
lationships
¥>" 01 e"aq "*(°r H ■■ 't
H2+ becoming kinetically important at low pH values only in
systems where no other acceptor can directly and rapidly
react with HgO" or H by alternative mechanisms?^
(2) The irradiation of solutions of nitric oxide at their
natural pll in the presence of sodium nitrite,
experiments A.R. sodium nitrite was used with¬
out further purification. A series of solutions were pre¬
pared at their natural pH with various nitric oxide and
nitrite concentrations and different nitric oxide to nitrite
ratios. Samples were irradiated so that not greater than
about 40$ o£ the nitric oxide was consumed and the solutions
subsequently analysed to determine the residual nitric oxide
and the increased concentration of nitrite. Such analyses
were subject to greater experimental errors xdth the higher
nitric oxide to nitrite ratios. These arose largely as a
result of the small uncertainty always associated with the
estimation of the 5 ml. volumes of solution delivered by the
syringe. Any small error here was considerably magnified in
the ultimate determination of the nett production of nitrite
nnd t.hR corresDonding consumption of nitric oxide. The
56
consumption of nitric aside and the production of nitrite
were observed to be linear with dose, but the rates of con¬
sumption and production, respectively, decreased with in¬
creasing nitrite to nitric aside ratios. Figure 21 shows
the dose - concentration curves obtained with two different
mixtures in comparison with those obtained in the absence of
added nitrite ion (dotted lines). The values obtained for
the respective yields, which represent the mean of at least
three separate irradiation experiments per mixture, are
summarised in Table 14# together with the average (K0)/(S0r)
ratio present during an irradiation.
The variation in pH in these experiments is much less
significant than in solutions containing nitric oxide alone,
the sodium nitrite effectively suppressing the dissociation
of the nitrous acid produced during irradiation. The pH of
a solution approximately 3 x 10"^M in HNO^ and 6 x 10~*ki in
HaNO- was found to be 4.2. This mixture approximately
represents the lowest final ratio of NaNOg to HHOg observed
in this work and indicates that the pH throughout these ex¬
periments was always greater than 4.0.
(b) Discussion
The radiation chemistry of nitrite ion at neutral pll
32has been studied by Schwara and Allen and extended by
65Schwarz and Salaman. The reducing entity then designated
by H is now best represented by the solvated electron 11,0",
and the kinetics of the reaction are consistent with the
following mechanism:-
Figure 21
Nitric Oxide Consumption and Nitrite Production
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H20 = H2, H202, OH, HgO"
OH + NO" = H02 + OH~ (i)
H20"+ HO" = HO + 20H" (ii)
HgO" + H202 = H20 ♦ OH + OH** (iii)
N02 + NO + H20 = 2HN02 (iv)
2N02 + H20 = HN02 ♦ ENO, (v)
When a nitrite solution is irradiated all the NO formed in
(ii) reacts with the N02 formed in (i) and no nett decom¬
position is observed (iv). When is present in a con¬
centration comparable to that of nitrite, an effective com¬
petition for li20- can occur (iii) and consequently nitrite is
ooddiood faster ty OH than it is reduced by jyT. The
excess N02 so formed then hydrolyses to yield nitrate as
shown in the last equation (v),
Czapski and Schwarz have recently represented
equation (ii) by an electron transfer process
H20~ 4 NO" = NO/ + EjO .(vi)
and equation (iv) by
N02 * NO/ = 2N0~ (vii)
Such formulations are stoichiometrlcally indistinguishable
from (ii) and (iv) and do not therefore affect the above
conclusions.
On the basis of the postulated mechanism for the radio-
lysis of nitric oxide and the above reaction scheme for
nitrite, the following series of radical reactions can occur
in solutions containing both these solutes.
H2Q * Kg, H202, OH, H20~
H20~ ♦ NO = UNO + 0H~ (1)





NO. + NO + ILjO
HNO„
= N02 + OH
= 2HN0.


















where G - product yield in the presence of added nitrite ion,
at concentration x, and G° = the experimentally derived yiel
in the absence of added nitrite ion.



















m -11 + k1(N0)/k^(N0p ]
From these equations it can be seen that the reciprocal
should be a linear function of the nitric oxide to nitrite
ratio. Using the values for G^jto) and Presented in
Table 14 together with = 12.0, and G^,j0"*) = 5-9, the
reciprocals of equations D and E were plotted as a function
of the average (N0)/(N0p concentrations present during an
irradiation (Figures 22 and 23). In both cases C-^ q- was






1/2G^q~» respectively. It can be seen that the experiment¬
al results are in good agreement with these relations and
therefore substantiate the proposed mechanism for the radio-
lysis of nitric oxide solutions. The value of the coin-
petition constant + NOj/k^H^O"" * K0~), deduced
from the slopes of Figures 22 and 23 was found to be 5.7
and 4-.7» respectively. Since the analytical determinations
for nitrite were subject to the least experimental error,
the latter value was adopted (N.B. in Figure 22 only the
more consistent values of are plotted).
When nitric oxide solutions are irradiated alone, such
a competition must become of increasing importance as the
concentration of nitrite builds up in the solution. If
the nitrite ion is the only effective competing solute in
this system, then it should be possible to reproduce the
entire course of the reaction, for each product, by the use
of the equations A, B and C. To enable the simple in¬
tegration of these equations it was assumed that the ratio
of nitric oxide to nitrite in the irradiated solution would
be approximately expressed by the relation
y = P - qpc
where
P « initial concentration of NO
y - concentration of NO at any instant
x = concentration of NO^ at any instant
and q = G(-no/ G(E0~) = 12'0/5'9 " 2.034.2
Similarly it was assumed that the concentration of nitrous
oxide in the irradiated solutions in terms of y and x could
60.
be expressed in the form
y a P - fqz
where
z = concentration of K^O at any instant,
md f = °(K0-) 'a(H20)= 5-9/3-1 = 2-°
Taking as the unit of d©3e, t, the input of 100 eV/l and as
the unit of concentration, molecules/l, then equations












integration taking ^O* = 2,9» GUo) = 12,0'
G(N0~) = 5.95 and = 3.1, then equations (G), (H) and2 2
(I) assume a logarithmic form as in equations (J), (K) and
(L), respectively.
t/ = 7.48 x 10"2 - 7.48 x 10""2y/p
- 8.4-7 x 10 ln(^*^p ^ n'^pfr "* ^
t/p = 0.15x/p - 8.a x 10"-3ln(-2.03x /p ♦ l) (K)
and
t/p a 0.29z/p - 7.88 x 10~3ln(-4.04e/p ♦ D (L)
(see appendix III for a more complete derivation of these
equations).
61.
Using a value of P = 1.93 x 10*"**M then the theoretical
curves (dotted lines in Figure 24.) derived from these
equations for various concentrations of x, y and z (Table 15)
are found to agree well with the experimental results ob¬
tained previously (see Figures 14 and 15). The overall
radiolysis of nitric oxide at neutral pH can therefore be
adequately explained in terns of a competition for the
solvated electron between the residual concentration of
nitric oxide and the radiation induced nitrite ion.
The equations A, B and G can also be used to determine
the deviation of the respective product concentrations from
what they would be if the initial yields were maintained
throughout the irradiation. Considering only equation B
(since the determinations of nitrite concentration were sub¬
ject to the least experimental error) than on integration,




which on substitution » 5.9, k^/k^ = 4-7 and
~
2-9, becomes
%o^ = 11 *
0.104I2
2Her© the correction term in x gives the concentration of
nitrite ion at any given dose t, to be added to that of x,
the measured concentration of nitrite. In the case of a
solution of nitric oxide initially 1.93 x 10"%, and sub-
TABLE15

















































The dotted lines designated by A, B and D, represent
the consumption of nitric oxide, and the production of
nitrite and nitrous oxide, as calculated by equations J, K
and L, respectively. The experimental points for nitrous
oxide are those previously presented in Figure 14, while
those for nitric oxide and nitrite were previously pre¬
sented in Figure 15.
Figure 24
4 6 8 10 12 14
Dose e\fIx10~21
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sequently irradiated to 5Qj& complete consumption, the
correction term approximately amounts to 2-J$ of the measured
concentrationj i.e. x approximately equals 4.75 x
while the x2 term amounts to about 0.12 x 10"^M. As this
2
x correction factor is within experimental error and de¬
creases relative to that of x with lower values of t,
corrections of this nature were of little significance and
the initial yield values previously determined were not
modified by additional corrections of this order.
(3) Correlation of the above data with that well established
for solutions containing oxygen.
(a) The relation of kp. Q- + NQj to q- + 0 )
« 2 2
Sehw&rz and Allen fafitra shown that
k(li>0~ + KOp / k(a,<f + HgO^) = °*^7
while Schwarz and Salzioan^ indicate that this same constant
is more nearly 0.30.
Combining these values with that of Czapski and Allen^
for
k(H20~ + 02) / k(H20" ♦ lyjp = 2,0
then values of
k(H20' + 02) / k(li20- ♦ Nop froa *'26 t0 6-66'
It can be seen that the value obtained for
fagO" + NO) / k(H2°" + N0P = 4*7
is of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding con¬
stants for oxygen and this indicates that
"ayr ♦ NO) equals K(!yr , ^
(b) It should be possible to obtain a much more precise
value for the constant k^- + N0) / I(l^0- + KOp
63
a determination of GT^ as a function of the (N0)/(N0^)
r«|tio, plotted according to equation (F). In this case the
accurate analytical determination of the nitrous oxide con¬
centration would not bo rendered more difficult in the
presence of largo nitrite concentrations, a feature inevit¬
able in the former determinations of and .
At the same time the slope of such a curve could be used to
infer with reasonable accuracy the value of the intercept
and hence the total yield of reducing specie reacting with
nitrite and nitric oxide at neutral pK.
In view of the controversy now existing with regard to
the composition of the total yield of reducing specie present
at neutral pH, such an experiment would afford a valuable
comparison with the conclusions recently deduced by Czapski
S3and Allen for solutions containing dissolved oxygen.
These workers have carried out an accurate study on the
radiolysis of coygen and hydrogen peroxide in solutions con¬
taining 10"^M bromide ion. In neutral solution the reaction
mechanism was written as
*1,0 = E2'E2°2t 0H,H
OH + Br = Br + Olf (I)
Br + H202 = II02 ♦ H* + Br (II)
H ♦ E202 = CH + HjjO (HI)
H + 02 = II02 (IV)
2H02 = H202 + 02 (V)
This mechanism predicts that in solutions containing both





i ♦ kjV(o2) /
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where G° = initial peroxide yield in solutions containing
oxygen but no peroxide,
and 6(^0 ) ~ experimentally observed peroxide yield in the
presence of added hydrogen peroxide.
This expression was accurately borne out by experiment, the
measurements being sufficiently precise to indicate that
Gg = 2.85 + 0.15. This value equals the accepted total
yield of reducing radicals at neutral pll and was attributed
to the solvated electron. Ho evidence was therefore pro¬
vided for an independent yield of true H atoms, in contrast
to the conclusions derived with neutral solutions of organic
compounds in the absence of oxygen.
A few experiments were undertaken to determine the
yield of NgO in the nitric oxide - nitrite system, but due
to lack of time and experimental difficulties had to be
postponed. A single value of G^t 0) = stained with
a (NO)/(NOp ratio = 0.932, represented the most reliable
data on this aspect. Substituting the values G®g = 2.9,
Gg q- = 2.9 and k^/ =4.7 in equation (G), together with
the above ratio, then the predicted value G*g = 2.36 is
in accord nith an initial yield G^- = 2.9. * Hcv.rcr nntll
more comprehensive data is available no significant con¬
clusions can be drawn about the composition of the yield of
reducing specie in the presence of nitric oxide.
(4) The possible use of the nitric oxide - nitrite system
at low pH.
In neutral solution the results were expressed in terms
of a competition for the solvated electron. By a similar
65
study in acid solution it may be possible to observe the
corresponding competition for the H atom. Such a study is
hovrever complicated by two additional factors*-
(a) Unless nitric ood.de is present, nitrite ion rapidly
decomposes in acid solution to form nitrate (see chapter IV,
section 3). Therefore to prepare solutions of low pll con¬
taining only nitric oxide and nitrite, a three stage process
would need to be adopted.
(i) Preparation of neutral deaerated solutions of
nitrite,
(ii) Preparation of the nitric oxide solution at the
desired pH, and
(iii) Mixing of (a) to (b) with the aid of coupled
syringes.
(b) Since the dissociation constant of nitrous acid equals
4-.6 x 10~^ at 25°G, this acid would be undissociated in sol¬
utions of low pH. Consequently any competition observed
for the reducing entity would presumably occur between hqno
and NO and not N02 and NO.
On this basis one can speculate that in acid solution,
the following sequence of reactions would occur,
iy> = h2,h2o2,h,oh
H + NO = UNO (s)
UNO * NO « N20 ♦ OH (3)
H + HONO = NO + H20 (9)
OH + NO « HN02 (5)
oh + hono = n02 + ii20 (10)
N02 + NO + HpO = 2HN02 (7)
66.
From a consideration of the therraoehomical data presented in
Table 16, it can be seen that reactions (9) and (10) are
certainly energetically favourable, being 84 and 39 k.eals,
mole?1 exothermic, respectively. The corresponding pactions
for nitrite ion, shown for comparison
H + NO" = NO ♦ OH" (11)
OH + NOj = N02 + OH" (6)
are 63.5 and 28.5 k. cals. moleT"*" exothermic, respectively.
Tho above mechanism predicts that for the N^O yield
pS _ pfi
(n20) " g?N20) " -
1 * k8(N0)/^c9(HCN0)
where G^ = experimentally determined yield of NgO in
the presence of added nitrite of concentration a,
G^,. = experimentally determined yield of N^O in
the absence of added nitrite, and
Qjj = accepted yield of reducing specie at the
appropriate pH.
If therefore the abcrve assumptions are correct then it
will be possible to obtain the value kg/k^.
Since reaction (9) involves a bond breaking process,
while (8) is essentially a radical - radical reaction re¬
quiring no activation energy^^'^ and presumably occurring
on every encounter, it would be expected that kg/kg^ 1.
If this is so then an interesting comparison can be made
with the reactions
H + 02 = HD2 (12)
















































for which Hochanadel lias shown that k-^k^ - A.55 x 10 ,
3in good agreement with the independent estimate of 3 x 10
by Caapski and Allen. It is also known that the weakest
bonds in nitrous acid and hydrogen peroxide are the HO — HO
and HO —OH bonds, for which the dissociation energies are
51 + 2 and 50.3 + 0.7 k« cals. mole7^" respectively^ Assum¬
ing that the frequency factors for reactions (12) and (13)
are equal and the energy of activation for the former re¬
action (E-jjp), equal to zoro then
k12/k13 = A.55 x 103 = ^13-^12)AT
where R and T Iiave their usual meaning. Solving this
equation shows that approximately equals 5 k. cal. moleT"1'
or about 10% of the HO - OH bond strength. If the energy
of activation for reaction (9), E^, is of this order of mag¬
nitude then k&/kg will be approximately equivalent to
kl2^^13 m "fcakin£ Eg as G9ual to zero. However any equality
of kg/k^ with k12/ki3 would not indicate that kg/k^ = 1,
since the reactions of H atoms in (9) and (13) occur with two
different solutes. A comparison of this nature may be
achieved by a study in acid solution of the congestit ion for
H between nitric oxide and hydrogen peroxide.
Available data on the gas phase reactions of oxygen
and nitric oxide with hydrogen atoms shows that the former
reaction is some 10 to 20 times more rapid than the latter.
91Hoare and Walsh deduce values for the third order rate
constant of the reaction
H ♦ 02 ♦ M = H02 + M
where M - Hp, of between 1.8 and 2.9 x 10^em?mole?6seo7"1'
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at 20°C, while Clyne and fbrush show that the corresponding
constant for the reaction
H * NO + M = HIIO + M
has a value of (1.48 + 0.15) x lQ^cm?raole72see7'l'» a little
53 15 6 -2 -1higher than their previous value of 4.8 x 10 em.mole. secJ
In addition both these reactions are found to have negative
activation energies with values of about 4 and 0*6 k.eals/mole.,
respectively, and it is also known that ^ is some 6
times greater when M is H^O than when M is H^. If these
activation energies are applicable in solution then assuming
/ -vj
E9 SS E13» kg/k9 = Hi and will therefore be considerably
less than k-^/k^*
Finally it should be noted that kg/k^ cannot be equated
with kg/kj^. An unequivocal value for this latter ratio
must be obtained in neutral solution and might be established
by a study of the nitric oxide - nitrite competition for
atomic hydrogen. A knowledge of this ratio would be im¬
portant to interpret fully the nitric oxide - nitrite com¬
petition studies which were discussed earlier if evidence
for an independent yield of H were to be obtained in this
system.
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(5) The irradiation of solutions of nitric ccd.de In the
presence of nitrous oxide
Results:
(a) Pure water at natural t>H
Th© nitrous oxide used in these experiments was supplied
by the British Oxygen Co. Ltd. and the preparation of mixtures
of nitrous and nitric oxides carried out in two stages.
(i) Saturated solutions of nitrous ocxide were first
obtained by substituting this gas for nitrogen prior to the
generation of nitric oxide as described in chapter II, 4..
(ii) Nitric oxide was then bubbled through such a
solution for about 3 to 5 minutes so that concentrations
ranging from 3.5 to 7.0 x 1G"^M were obtained. It was ass¬
umed that the concentration of nitrous oxide remaining in
the mixture would be approximately 10~2M, the maximum sol¬
ubility for this gas at 20°C being about 2.8 x 10~^M. The
nitrite blank observed in these solutions was approximately
10 to 15 x 10"%, indicating the presence of trace amounts
.
of oxygen in the nitrous oxide.
Samples were irradiated so that no greater than 30 to
4-0% of the nitric oxide was consumed and the solutions sub¬
sequently analysed to determine the residual nitric oxide
along with the production of nitrite and hydrogen peroxide.
Since only small changes in concentration were being detected
these analyses were subject to greater experimental error,
mainly arising from the initialusyringe-volume" errors.
The consumption of nitric oxide and production of nitrite
were found to be linear with dose, and are shown in Figure 25
NitricOxideConsumptionanditritProduc i insolutionsc ntainingNitrousOxide.pH>3-0
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along with the corresponding production of hydrogen peroxide
(The dotted line represents the consumption of nitric oxide
in the absence of added nitrous oxide.) It can be seen
that while the rate of consumption of nitric oxide is de¬
creased, the rate of production of nitrite and hydrogen per¬
oxide remains unaffeoted, the respective yields being -
G|-4I0) = - °'7' G(H0p = 6,1 - °*^ ^ = 0,75 - 0
The preparation of a whole series of mixtures with various
concentrations of nitric oxide and different nitric oxide to
nitrous oxide ratios, could not be readily controlled with
the above technique, and time did not permit a more thorough
investigation of this aspect. However the results of a few
experiments in which the nitrous oxide concentration was
measured prior to irradiation are shown in Table 17. In
these cases the G values quoted are the mean of three
separate irradiation experiments per mixture and are subject
to approximately + 7 to S$ error in as above.
TABLE 17
.2.
Initial Initial Mean Mean
Concentration Concentration Concentration Ratio
of NoO of NO of NO
(x 10-£m) (x 10*%) (x 10-%) (n0)/(t20) g1z(Nor)
2.16 5.0 4-.23 0.0196 9.05 5.93
1.80 7.42 6.28 0.0350 9.59 5.91
1.85 7.07 5.99 0.0324 9.47 5.97
2.12 4.96 4.11 0.0194 8.35 6.00
(b) 0.8 H sulphuric acid solutions
Solutions containing mixtures of nitric oxide (4-.9 to
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6.5 x and nitrous aside (apprax. 10~%) were prepared
as above but in 0.® A.R. sulphuric acid. Samples were
irradiated such that approximately l£$ of the nitric aside
was consumed and subsequently analysed to determine the
residual nitric oxide along with the production of nitrite.
The consumption of nitric oxide and production of nitrite
were found to be linear with dose (Figure 26) with values
for the respective yields of G/jjq) * 15.4- + 1.6, and
G(uop = 6,0 - °*2'
(c) Discussion
The radiation chemistry of nitrous ood.de in aqueous
solutions over the whole range of pH has been studied by
77 78Dainton et al, The results obtained in early studies *
were explicable if the reducing entity in neutral solution
(then represented by H) reacted rapidly with nitrous oxide
according to
H + N20 = N2 + OH
while the specie present in acid solution, pH 3, (then
represented by H*) was Incapable of reacting to this Banner.
79These observations are now expressed by the equations
pH > 4 < 11 iyT ♦ h2o = H2 ♦ 1^0 ♦ 5 (-» OH)
pH < 3 H + R20 = N2 + OH
Therefore in solutions of nitric oxide containing nitrous
oxide at neutral pH, the following sequence of reactions
should occur
h20 = ii2>ii2o2,oh,h2o'"
H20~ + NO = HNO ♦ OH" (1)
MO + NO = N20 + OH (3)
NitricOxideConsumptionandN itProduc io nsolutionsc n ai ingNitrousOxide.pHQ45
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EjCT ♦ H20 = N2 + H20 tUU OH).... (14)
OH ♦ NO = Iffi02 (5)
Here the li^O"" can also react with N20 to form an OH radical
which then reacts with NO to form nitrite. A kinetic
treatment of this reaction scheme shows that the above
mechanism predicts the following yields,
GUo) = QUo) <*>
^(NOp = G(NCp (N)
G(N20) = G(N2C) " ^0" ^
g(n2) = P\tr
where the parentheses after the letter Gz denote the observed
yield of reaction product in the presence of added nitrous
oxide at concentration z, G® the corresponding yields in the
absence of added nitrous oxide, and
/3 = [~1 + k^NO) / ku(K2G) ] "1
It can be seen that equation (N) predicts that g(jjo"*) is
independent of the concentration of nitrous oxide present in
solution and should therefore equal while equation
z 2(M) would predict a decrease in . Both these pre¬
dictions were observed experimentally (Figure 25 and Table 17)
and would appear consistent with the above mechanism in¬
volving the simple competition between NO and 11^0 for the
reducing entity Rearranging equation (M) we obtain
G(-N0) ~ G(-iI0) I-1 .-LJ V
+ k^NOj/k^NgO)
Using the values of given in Table 17, together with
G®_,j0) = 12.0, and Q- = 2.9, the reciprocal of equation (Q)
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was plotted as a function of the average (NC)/(N20) con¬
centrations present during an irradiation {Figure 27).
The results conform with this relation and the slope
corresponds to a competition constant / k^ = 4.0. How¬
ever this value does not conform with that deduced from the
results of other competitive studies.
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Dainton and Peterson have shown that
k(H20~ + N2o) / k(H20" + H+) = 1,25 *
and Gaapski and Allen8^ that
NttjO" * H+) / k(H20~" * I1202) ~ k(H20" ♦ 02)/ k(K20"* + H^)
= 2.0
From these ratios one can infer that
k(H20~ f H+) / k(il20" + 02) = 1 **iA
k(¥L20~ + NgQ) / k(H20~ +02) = 1,25 *
Competitive kinetic studies previously described in this work
indicate that
k(R20" * NO) / k(ll20" + 02) = 1
and this suggests that
k(H20"> NO) / k(H20~ + N20) = 1
Clearly the experimental value of 4-0 for the latter com¬
petition constant is in markeddisagreement with the derived
value of approximately 1.0.
In view of the possible analytical errors described
previously, the technique adopted in this work did not permit
a precise evaluation of this constant but at the same time
cannot account for an error of this order of magnitude.
Sine© no special precautions were undertaken to purify the
nitrous oxide the possibility of impurities affecting the
Figure 27
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results must be considered. Such interference is difficult
to reconcile with the experimental data for two reasons.
(1) The reproducible aete^ticnc of dfa vMeh
are found to equal ^]o") 311(51 are thus 111 aSr®eiaent with
equation (N).
(2) The results obtained in 0.8N sulphuric acid sol¬
ution under very similar experimental conditions show that
G(-WC) equals G^0j (15.0 + 1.0). If it is
assumed that the reaction H ♦ HO is rapid, then these result®
79are consistent with the data of Dainton and Peterson and
93also Czapski and Jortner, that H reacts only slowly with
I
NgO. This assumption would appear to be justified since
the former reaction, as indicated previously, is essentially
a radical reaction for which the rate constant will probably
9 -1 -1be of the order 10 litre mole. sec. , while the latter
reaction involves bond breakage and has a rate constant
about 10^ litre moleT1 sec?1 79,93
The apparent anomaly of the results obtained in neutral
solution is tlierefore of considerable interest and some
alternative mechanism must be invoked to explain these ob¬
servations.
*
It should be noted that the maximum concentration of
nitrous acid produced in these experiments was
1.4 x lO"^! which corresponds to a pH of 3.96.
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The basis for such a mechanism is suggested from a
consideration of the electron affinities of nitric oxide and
nitrous oxide. Theoretically one would expect the electron
affinity of nitric oxide to be greater than that of nitrous
oxide, the former molecule having one unpaired electron,
while the latter has only a weale dipole moment. This
supposition is apparently substantiated by the early work of
9/
Bradbury who studied the formation of negative ions in
gases by electron attachment. With nitric oxide a stream
of slow electrons readily formed a negative ion, regarded
as N®7 but in contrast similar studies with nitrous oxide
showed no such effect, the molecule apparently having no
electron affinity. With higher electron energies negative
ion formation was observed in nitrous oxide and this was
attributed to the dissociative attachment process
N20 ♦ e = Ng ♦ 5
However it has recently been shown mass spectroscopically by
QC Q£j
Curran and Fox and Schula that ft is formed by electron
impact on NgO with an appearance potential between 0 and
0.05eV and this is attributed to the efficient formation of
a temporary negative ion NgO"", wiiich subsequently decays into
_ 79
N2 and u. On this basis Dainton and Peterson suggest
that N^O is likely to be an efficient scavenger for the
solvated electron and write equation (14) as
V * e"aq = Vac <")■
An equivalent formulation is
H2°aq ♦ »2°" = B2°"aq + H2°
and (15) must be followed by
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N20- = k2 + ff (or OH) (16)
Although a precise value for the electron affinity of nitric
oxide does not appear to have been established, it is known
97to be greater than zero and my well compare with the
values of 20 and 79 k. cals. moleT1 (exothermic) for oxygen
97and chlorine dioxide, respectively. Equation (l) is
therefore probably more correct when written as
H20~ + NO = NO" + HgO (17)
followed by (IS) and then (3)
NO" * H+ = HNO (18)
or possibly
NO" + NO « N20 + 0 . (19)
the overall stoichiometry being the same as (l) and (3).
It is now postulated that the apparent inconsistency between
experiment and prediction for the relative rates of reaction
of NO and N20 with the solvated electron can be ascribed to
an additional competition between the decomposition of NgO"
as in (16) (assumed to be first order) and an electron trans¬
fer from this complex to nitric oxide, as in
N20~aq + HO « NO" + 1^0 (20).
This is then followed by (18) or (19) as above. The complete
reaction sequence is thus rewritten as
H2O = H2,II2O2, OH,H2O"
H20" + NO = NO" + 1^0 (17)
NO + H+ = HNO (18)
HNO * NO = N20 + OH (3)
H20" + N20 = N20" + H20 (15)
N20" = N2 ♦ $ (-• OH) (16)
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H20" + NO = NO" + N20 (20)
OH + NO = M02 (5)
This mechanism predicts that
G(~E0) = G(-N0) " 2oC ^0" ^
G(N0p " G(NOp
and G(n2) * *' F GK20" (S)
where oc' = [ 1 ♦ k17(N0)/k15(N20) ] -1
aixd j3' * [ 1 «■ ^(NO)/^ ] -1
Rearranging equations (R) and (3) we have
G(-NO) " G(-KO) ] 1 ~ —
2%0





(1 + ^(HOA^^Ojd + ^(NO/k^)
(U)
Consequently this mechanism could be readily tested by a
series of experiments in which
(a) the (N0)/(N20) ratio is maintained constant whilst
the concentration of NO is varied, and
(b) the concentration of NO is maintained constant and
the (N0)/(N50) ratio varied.
In the former case a plot of the reciprocal (preferably
for greater accuracy) against the concentrationfo]
of NO should be a straight line with a slope proportional to
^17 ^20 / ^15 ^L6 811 ^n'fcereeP't' equal to
1' \cT [i ♦ k17(BO)/ki5(1,a0)]
(from equation U). In the latter case a similar reciprocal
plot against the (N0)/(N20) ratio should also be a straight
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line with a slope proportional to k^Q / k^ but with
an intercept equal to 1 / G^Q- 1 + k^NO) k^J .
The data obtained to date in this work is insufficient to
test this hypothesis, but an estimate of / k^ can be ob¬
tained from the results previously presented in Table 17
if it is assumed that k^y » k-^. Using equation (T) and
taking - 2.9, then the values for k^Q / k-^ deduced in
this manner are shown in Tails 18
TABLE 18
, v k20 / ki6
Mean Mean (HO) r _ , mole litre "*-L
(S0)/(H20) X WlAi I G^0) - 0(j;0)j x 10-3"" " ''HI w ■num... .Ill 1 linn. .1.1.11 I
0.0196 4.23 0.339 1.88
0.0350 6.28 0.415 2.10
0.0324 5.99 0.395 2.04
0.0194 4.11 0.274 1.36
It would also be expected that other molecules with high
electron affinity would behave in a similar manner to that
of nitric oxide. Low concentrations of oxygen, and possibly
chlorine dioxide, may therefore markedly decrease the yield
of nitrogen, G^ ^, obtained from neutral solutions saturated
with nitrous oxide.
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(6) The irradiation of Kitric Oxide solutions at their
Natural pH in the presence of Bromide ion.
In the systems studied so far the added solutes have
been shown to compete with the nitric oxide for the solvate!
electron. A series of experiments were therefore under¬
taken in the presence of bromide ion which is specific in
reacting only with the OH radical.
(a ) Resuits.
Nitric ccd.de, the concentration of which ranged from
1.2 to 1.84 x 10-%, was prepared in solutions containing
from 10~3 to lQ-% bromide ion. All til® bromide solutions
were prepared using A.R. Potassium Bromide without further
purification. Samples were irradiated so that no greater
than 40 - 50% of the nitric oxide was consumed and were then
analysed for the production of nitrite and hydrogen peroxide,
together with the residual nitric oxide. The consumption of
nitric oxide and production of nitrite were linear with dose
(Figure 28) and the respective yields determined as
- 12.7 + 0.9, and - 6.0 * 0.2. The average peroxide
yield from such solutions was ^(h^0 ) ~ ^>44 + 0.08.
(b)Discussion
In a study of solutions containing bromide ion it lias
62 63been shown by Sworski, ~ and Allen and Holroyd tliat the
reaction of OH radicals with Br is explained by
OH + Br = Br + OH" (21)
This reaction is known to be rapid although certain irregulari¬
ties do exist in the literature with regard to the magnitude
of this rate constant.
NitricOxideConsumptiona ditritProd ct on insolutionsc ntainingBromideio .
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Sebwarz and Salsman estimate that
k(0H + B?) / k(QH + N07) = °*1- Combining this value
^2
with that of Schwarz and Allen'' for
+ HQ-y k^0H + j^q j
= 55 + 20, together with the absolute value for k^j + « Q -
7 -*X «"»1 61 ^= A.5 x 10 1. mole." sec. by Schwars, we have
k/Qn ^ 2.5 x 10 1. mole. sec.
98Ferradini and Koulkes-Pujo have recently studied the com¬
petition between Br and Hg for the OH radical. Their
results show that
k(0H + Br) / k(0H + ILj) = 830
7 —1 mml Al
Using + v\ ~ 4.5 x 10 1. mole7 secT, then
XQ •*] 1
k(0H + Br) 88 3-7 x 10 1. mole? seeT, a value consistent
99with an independent determination by Burton and Kurien of
1.6 x 1010 1. stoleT1 secT1
These latter value3 are at about the limit expected
for diffusion controlled radical reactions in solution}00
and if these are taken to be correct then at concentrations
of 10"%r this reaction must effectively compete with (5),
in solutions containing 10""% nitric oxide
OH + K0 = HH02 (5)
If the former value is accepted then again irrespective of
the magnitude of k^ some competition would be expected in
solutions containing 10~% Br ion. The lack of any decrease
in either the nitric oxide or nitrite yields as a function
of bromide concentration, suggests that the Br atoms formed
in (21) subsequently react in a manner stoiehiometrically
equivalent to that of OH. A number of reaction sequences
consistent with this are indicated below, together with the
81
relevant enthalpy changes deduced from the data in Table 19.
(a) OH + Br =
Br + HO =
NOBr + KOj =
HO + HO + H20 =
Nett OH ♦ NO =
(b) OH ♦ Br =
Br + NOj =
NO2 + NO + IL,0 =
Nett OH ♦ NO ss
(c) OH + Br =
Br + NO =
NOBr ♦ I^O =
Nett OH ♦ NO =
As all the reactions are thermochemieally feasible an Absolut©
discrimination cannot be made on purely energetic grounds,
but of sequences (a) and (b), the latter would appear the
more favourable. Since the initial concentration or nitric
oxide in the solution greatly exceeds that of the nitrite
ion it would appear that scheme (c), based on the simple
hydrolysis of NOBr is the more likely mechanism, although a
contribution from (b) may become of increasing importance
as the (N02)/(N0) ratio in the solution increases.
No measure of can be obtained from this system
and a similar study with chloride ion which reacts in acid
solution as in (26)101
Br + OH
HOBr
































































































H+ + CI" ♦ OH = CI + IlgO (26)
was not undertaken since the thermochemieal data for CI,
appertaining to the reactions (22) to (25), indicated no
major difference in energetics from that of Br, The
corresponding enthalpy values deduced from the data in
Table 19 are -33.0, -4.6, -37.6 and-7.1 k. cals./mole. for
reactions (22) to (25), respectively. An alternative com¬
peting solute mu3t therefore be sought to enable information
relative to the rate of reaction (5) to be ascertained.
From a study of aqueous oxygenated solutions of ethanol
containing bromide ion Hummel and Allen"*"*" deduce
k(0H + Br) / k(0H + C2H50H) ~ 0,6
A similar study using solutions of ethanol and nitric oxide
may furnish data relevant to k(QH + m) / k(QH +
Alternatively it may be possible to study the competition
between nitric oxide and hydrogen for the OH radical and
thus obtain the competition constant + jj0) / ^(oh + u )•
WllAt X£tt« V «i»
RADIOBIOLOGICAL IMPLICATION j FUTURE WOKK
AND SIM-5ARX
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Significance of this work with regard to
radiobiology
It has previously been indicated that both nitric oxide
and oacygen markedly enhance the sensitivity of a variety of
"wet" cells and tissues to the action of ionising radiation.
The enhancement by oxygen of ionising radiation effects on
102living cells has been recognised for many years"; while the
evidence for the equivalent role of nitric oxide is of cora-
22
paratively recent origin. Both effects are however unique
in so far as no other gas under ordinary circumstances has
been found to behave in a similar manner. Clearly the
mechanism whereby these gases exert tlieir effect is of im¬
portance for the understanding of the various processes which
occur on the absorption of energy in a living cell. No
attempt will be made here to give a comprehensive survey of
the various mechanisms which have been proposed to account
for the oxygen effect, as such considerations are adequately
20 21
expressed elsewhere. * However a concise account of
current ideas and a comment on the relevance of the present
radiation chemical data for solutions of nitric oxide is
presented below.
The role of oxygen and nitric oxide in modifying
the radiosensitivity of biological substrates.
It has been common to express the role of oxygen in
terms of its interaction with the reducing radical "II" to
form HO^, followed by further oxidative processes via HO'.
103This mechanism was originally proposed by Gray and was
based on a comparison with the apparently analogous situation
64.
in radiation chemistry with respect to the increased yield
of ferric ion from oxygenated solutions of ferrous sulphate.
This view is now regarded as most unlikely and cogent argu-
19 10Z. 20raents to this effect are discussed by Alper * and Gray.
Furthermore the short mean diffusion path of 30 Angstroms (A)
10*5for nH" atoms in yeast cells led Hutchinson to doubt that
any HO^ was formed at all in a living cell; the oxygen mole¬
cules in aerated water being some 1SGA apart.
Alper and Howard Flanders^" were the first to obtain
a precise relation between the environmental concentration
of oxygen and the radiosensitivity of bacteria, the experimental
data fitting a curve represented by the equation
Relative sensitivity S _ 0(02) ♦ K ^
SN (02) * K
where is the radiosensitivity in the absence of oxygen;
(0o) is the oxygen concentration in jj. 14/1 j S is the radio-
sensitivity at an oxygen concentration (02)| K, expressed
as an oxygen concentration, is that concentration at which
the sensitivity is midway between the maximum and minimum
values it assumes for anoxic and well-oxygenated solutions,
respectively, and m is the maximum enhancement ratio at high
concentrations of oxygen, i.e. m = where ^mx is
25the maximum radiosensitivity. Later, Flanders and Jockey
were able to establish an identical dependence for the radio-
sensitivity of bacteria on the concentration of nitric oxide.
A relation of this type between concentration and
sensitivity indicated that simple competitive kinetics were
applicable to both gases and appears to be best explained in
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terms of the hypothesis originally suggested by Alper and
10/ w
Flanders, latterly extended by Flanders and Moore.
These workers postulate that the action of radiation,
whether directly, or indirectly through radical intermediates,
produces concurrently in some vital molecule R, two forms of
damage;- (i) A permanent irreversible injury and (ii) a
short lived reversible injury regarded as a free radical R*,
the fate of which depends on whether R»oan repair itself to
R or other undetectable forms of injury, or alternatively
reacts with oxygen or nitric oxide to form RCXj or RHO,
respectively, both of which are incapable of restoration to
R. These alternatives can be conveniently represented by
the equations
r »■ R-5- (lethal injury)
R R»
r„ _ 41,., r (repair) (1)
R* ♦ 02 k2 rq2. (lethal) (2)
(HO) (HNO)
On this basis the oxygen (or nitric ccd.de) dependent fraction
of the radiation induced injury can be expressed in terms
of the competition between reactions (l) and (2).
If G^l represents the yield of R^", (Lr the yield of R«,
and the total yield of damage in the presence of oxygen
or nitric oxide at concentration (X), then
GT = GrI + Gr< yx) / kx + Ljd)
Assuming the relative proportion of Gpx / » l/(®-l)
then
Gij» — Gpi (m - 1) (X)
GrI K ♦ (X)
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which on equating G^ with S, and C^i with and rearranging
becomes
S
= a (X) + K
% (X) + K
where K » / kg.
This equation is clearly identical with equation (1)
above but is significant in that the K value can now be
interpreted as the ratio of the rates of the reactions (1)
and (2).
On the basis of this zaeehanisra the identical values ob¬
served for K of 1.6 JJ. M/l for both oxygen and nitric oxide^
indicates that both these gases react equally rapidly with
the radical R*. This cannot be confirmed from the data
presented in this thesis but an indication to this effect
may be drawn from the observation that k(p q- + q ) ~ ^(H 0"+ NO)
It may be possible in future work to obtain data which will
be of more direct application to radiobiology, such as a
measure of the relative rates of reaction of some organic
radical with both nitric ccd.de and oxygen.
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Future Work
It is apparent from the limited data presented in this
thesis that very definite possibilities exist in aqueous
radiation chemistry for the further application of the nitric
oxide system. A number of avenues for further research
have already been indicated in the text and these together
with several additional suggestions are briefly indicated
below.
(1) Experimentally there is room for an improvement in the
analytical technique, especially in the analyses for nitric
oxide. A clip could be designed to accurately control the
volume of solution ejected from a syringe and subsequent
analyses for nitric oxide, via gas chromatography, would
considerably improve this aspect.
(2) A more accurate study of the nitric oxide - nitrite
competition in neutral solution via measurements of the
nitrous oxide yield, G^- qj, would enable a more precise
value of the relation faj. + to k^H 0- + 0 j to be2 2 2r
ascertained. At the same time the composition of the yield
of reducing entity could be compared with that established
for oxygenated solutions.
A repeat of this competition in acid solution should
provide information relative to the competition constant
k(H + / k^H + HQNO)' while a stuc*y i*1 neutral solution
using UWC Wn should eiucidatn k(„ , / k(H , B0?.
(3) Competitive studies with mixtures of nitric oxide and
hydrogen peroxide in neutral and acid solution, when the
respective competing reactions are
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iL,o" ♦ no = no" + fuo )
*"
) neutral
H20" + H202 = H20 + OH" + OH
and H + NO = UNO )
) acid
H + H202 = IU> + OH )
may furnish the competition constants + no)/ ^(HgO" + HgO )
and k^H + K0j / k^ + h 0 )' resPec'!:'i'v>ely» which oould tlien
be correlated with those already established for oxygen.
(4) A thorough investigation should be made of the nitric
oxide - nitrous oxide system over a wide concentration, and
suitably buffered pH range, to test the postulated mechanism
for mixtures of these two solutes. A similar correlative
study with mixtures of oxygen and nitrous oxide would be of
value.
(5) The determination of competition constants relative to
the OH radical and nitric csd.de would be of interest.
Kinetic studies with mixtures of ethanol (or hydrogen) and
nitric oxide when the respective competing reactions are
on + no = m;o2
oh + ch-ciy® = li20 + •ch^hgoh
011 * «2 = H * "2°
may establish the ratios k(0„ , „0) / k(M + or
k(0H * NO) ^ k(0H ♦ H-) *
(6) No studies have yet been made with alkaline solutions
of nitric oxide. Such experiments might be undertaken to
confirm the increase in yield of the primary radical species
with increase in pH. A limiting factor may arise here as
a result of the thermal reaction
4,011" + 6H0 = 4N02 + N2 + 21Lp -
29,
Summary
Aqueous oxygen free solutions of nitric cod.de were
irradiated with Go^° Y rays and then analysed for H0~, NOj,
N^O, N2, ^2^2 ^2 with the residual NO, At pH
approximately 3.5 to 4..0, the product yields were w
5,9^ ♦ 0.2 molecules per 100 e?, ^ 0) = while2
G(_^0) =12.0+0.8. No N0j or N2 was observed and
^(EjO ) = G*-'2 — °»05 wliila = 0.40. These yields
increase with increasing acidity to the values G(K0-) 35 6.5 + 0.2,2
and G^J0j = 15.0 ♦ 1.0, at pli 0.45. The results conform
with the following mechanism:
fl^O - H2,H202, OHJ
H ♦ NO = HNO (1)
MO + NO = N20 + OH (3)
OH + NO = Iffi02 (5)
where H represents the reducing entities Sj07 or H, in
neutral and acid solution, respectively. Reaction (3) is
exothermic since the dissociation energy of the H - HO bond
is 4-8 k. cals. This mechanism requires that
g(-4J0) = 3% * gohj G(Nop =Qn* G0H' and g(ii20) 55 V
These relations agree well with the observed results if one
adopts accepted values for Gj. and G^. at the appropriate pH,
At neutral pH more precise agreement is obtained if con-
tributicms of 2 - O^jj , and 2
(attributed to radical scavenging by NO) are added to and
Goh, respectively, these corrected radical yields accounting
for the decrease in the molecular product yields j, and
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G(h 0 j, in comparison with their accepted values G^ and
°W
The mechanism has been confirmed by competitive studies
in the presence of added KOj. The reaction of Ii^O" with
HOg to form NO ♦ 20H7 has been shown to proceed with a rate
constant k(T^0~ + ^iich is 4.7 times smaller than
k(h^o" ♦ no)* Froln value i^ is inferred that k^Q- + jjq)
approximately equals + q y Studies on the influence
of added NgO indicate that + / k^Q- + jj 0)
approximately equals 4-0} in marked disagreement with the
approximate value of 1, derived from the results of other
workers. A mechanism is suggested to account for this
anomalous result without excluding the possibility that
+ ko) e<lus^s kflyT ♦NO)* ^ie results of experiments
in the presence of Br"" indicate that the Br atom formed by
OH + Br" = Br ♦ OH"
reacts in a manner stoichiometrically equivalent to that of
OH in reaction (5) above.. Mechanisms consistent with this
view are discussed, but cannot pi-ov3.de data relative to
k(0H ♦ NO)*
The results may have some significance in interpreting
the similar radiobiological effects of NO and 0^.




The calculation of the dose rate from ths ferrio ion
oxidation yields.
(a) ey/l/hour
Using the 30 Curie Co^° source a solution of 10""%
FeSO^ and 10""% HaCl in 0 .SIT HgSO^ was oxidised at the rate
of 305.2 ix I j/l/hour.
/
i.e. 3.052 x 10"* x 6.023 x 1023 molecules /l/hr.
G(Fg3+) = 15.5 molecules / lOOeV
: Dose rate = 3.052 x 10^ x 6.023 x 1023 x 100 eV/l/hr
15.5
= 1.1SA x 1021 eV/l/hr.
(b) k.rads./hr.
1 rad » 100 ergs/gu.
1 kilo rad = 100 x lcfe ergs/l = 10°^> ergs/l
where P - the density of the solution.
leV = 1.6 x 10~12 ergs
1 k. rad = -O&fL sV/1_
1.6 x 10"^
= 6.24x 1019 eV/l.
Dose rate in k. rads = 1.1SA x 1023, - 13.5 k.rads/hr.
6.24- x 1.025 x 1019
where ^ for 0.8N H^SO^ = 1.025
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Appendix II
The derivation of the reaction kinetics for solutions
containing nitric oxide and nitrite ion
The derivation of the reaction kinetics for this system
is shown here in more detail to serve as a typical example
of the procedure adopted throughout in this thesis.
The reaction sequence is as follows,
H2O = H2^L2O2,OH,E2O'"
(1 -oOHgO- + NO = HNO + OH" (l)
UNO + HO = N20 + OH (3)
oc HgO" + N02 = NO + 20H" (4)
(1 -^3) OH + NO = HN02 (5)
8 OH + N02 = N02 + OH" (6)
N02 + NO + HgO = 2HN02 (7)
If <* represents the fraction of solvated electrons reacting
with nitrite ion, then (1 -<x) will react with nitric oxide.
Similarly if p represents the fraction of OH radicals
reacting with nitrite ion, then (1 ) will react with
nitric oxide. Derived yields in the presence of nitrite ion
at concentration x, are represented by placing the formula
in parentheses after the symbol as • In the absence
of added nitrite ion, such yields are represented by the
symbol G® as g^iq~) •
Therefore
°(-H0) = 2(1"'*>GH20 "^^Eyr * '1"/3'[G0H * <1-°C'SIi20-l









k4(h'0p / k^(KOp * k^NO)
[l + k^HO) / k^NOp ] -1






Integration of the equations (A). (B) and (C)
Consider first the case of equation B. Substituting
the values ^Q-\ = 5.95» Q- = 2.9, and - A.72 2
then
nx — c q 5.8G(U0") ~ 5 ""
1 + 4.7(HO)Aop
The rate of formation of nitrite at any instant is then
given by
d(mp = a _ 2g
d(dose) 1 + A.7 (no)/(NOp
where a = 5.9^, and g = 2.9.
Letting y = (no), x - (Nop, t = (dose) and K = A.7
then
— = » - 28
dt
X ♦ Ky/x
From the experimental observations in the absence of added
nitrite ion it is evident that to a first approximation
y = P - qx
where P - the initial concentration of nitric oxide, and
q = G(-N0) / G(N0") = U'° / 5*9 = 2'034
JL = a - 2g
dt
' "
dt (l-Kq) + KP/x
Substituting k' - (l-Kq) and k" = KP and rearranging, then
1 + K(P-qpc)/x
a* = a - ??
at -
a - 2gx/tt'x + K"
95.
dt
dx(K' x + K" )
x(aK'- 2g) + aK"
Substituting A = (aK' - 2g) and B = a&"and integrating
knowing that when t = 0, x = 0, we have













Evaluating the constants we obtain
t 0.151x - 8.4-09 x 10"3ln(-2.032x + 1)
P P P
(K)
Considering now equations (A) and (C) respectively, we have
initially for (A),
- 5 = a'- *g
dt 1 + Ky/(P-y)/q
where a' = G(«i'c) = 12 *°*
Rearranging we have
_ fy =
dt Cy + P
where A* « a' (qK—1) + 4,g} b' = (a'P-4-gP), and C = (qK-l)
Integrating with the condition that y = P when t = 0, we
obtain
t = JL-JL- (fA'-*'c) in <A'y *.... (J')
A A' (A')" (A'P+B')
and evaluating the constants this becomes
t « 7.484 x 10"2 - 7.484 x 10-2y • 3.474 x 10~5Ia/lH.4y + 0.4P1
P P ♦ 0.4PJ
..... (J)
a' y + b'
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where K° = f(l-Kq) and k" = KP.






: - : in
A"\ A" K°/
(A" a + B)'
where A" » (a"K°-fg) and B » a"x".






_ 7.881 x 10 ^ In/-4.041s + 1] ##(L)
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Appendix IV
Consigning the integrated but ncm expanded form of
equation (B) we have equation (K )
3 K'X -
*
K' f B «. K"\ in + B>
A A IA V) B (K7)
Expanding the logarithmic term in this integral, taking the
first term only, we have
ln(l + Ax/B) approximately equals Ax/B,
if1
, t »_ K'x
"








Substituting B = aK'', and a = G^TQ-), we have
X B <%)'
Expanding the logarithraie term to include the second term
we have
ln(l + Ax/B) = Ax/B - A2x2/2B2 +
•





,r" . 2K Ax
-ygz-
x2
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